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ITEM NO.1:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

FY 2006 BUDGET (C.C. 05-63)

Let's convene the Council's Budget and

Finance Committee for March 30th, 2005.
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1

record, we have Committee Members Hokama, our

2

Vice-Chair, and also Members Anderson, Johnson,

3

Mateo, Molina, Pontanilla, and Tavares present.

4

Excused is Councilmember Carroll.

5

be joining us a little later this morning.

I believe he will

Members, this morning we have with us the

6
7

Department of Police, with Chief Tom Phillips with

8

us this morning.
Chief, thank you for being here.

9

10

Appreciate

it.

11

MR. PHILLIPS:

12

CHAIR KANE:

Good morning.
We also have Deputy Chief Akana with us, as

13

well as the main people and resources of the

14

Department.

15

here.

We want to thank you all for being

Members, before we move into having an

16

17

opening statement from our Budget Director, we do

18

have a few people that are signed up to testify, and

19

I'd like to go ahead and take care of the testimony

20

first.

21

Those of you signed up to testify, we do

22

provide you with a total of four minutes.

23

give you three minutes and then at three minutes

24

Staff will say "three minutes" and that provides you

25

an opportunity to wrap up your comments with an
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1

additional minute.

If you go beyond the four

2

minutes, I will interrupt you when you take your

3

next breath, so please don't think I'm being rude,

4

but we need to move -- move with business, and so

5

please prepare to conclude your comments.
If you have a cell phone or pager, anybody in

6
7

the gallery, we ask you to turn it to the off or to

8

the silent mode at this time so we can avoid any

9

unnecessary distractions.

And with that, when you

10

do come forward, please state your name for the

11

record, and if you do represent an organization,

12

we'd like to know that as well.
First to testify we have Lloyd Poelman.

13
14

Mr. Poelman?

15

now.

Renee-May Filimoeatu.
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

16

17

Okay, we'll put that on the side for

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Aloha.

Aloha, Chair, Council Members,

18

and all of my superiors.

19

Filimoeatu, and I want to thank you for the time to

20

share mana'o with you this morning.

21

here to assist you to make decisions to fund your

22

nine RTO positions, and I also invite you to come

23

and see that gap that you would be filling at the

24

Maui Police Department.

25

My name is Renee-May

I'm actually

I have been with the Department for a little
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1

less than 15 years, but I come from a police family,

2

as my late dad retired with over 35 years of

3

service.

4

dispatcher because it sounds more urgent, more

5

essential, and it has a more vital sound to it.

6

I am also here as your constituent.

I am an RTO.

I like being called a 911

But

Now, let me tell you why you need to fund

7

8

these positions, and why you need to put aside or

9

leave a space for the money to continue on with this

10

line item.

11

there's a crisis situation because unlike

12

just like many municipalities we do not have enough

13

RTOs.

14

stands for,

15

Operator.

16

the telephone, and we dispatch units.

17

First off, there's a need.

I know
and

Now, for those of us who don't know what RTO
it really stands for Radio Telephone
I'm an RTO.

We sit at a radio, we answer

Maui Police Department doesn't need these

18

nine positions.

The County of Maui needs these

19

positions.

20

for one RTO to have spoken to at least two of your

21

constituents from anyone of your elected districts.

22

We may speak to people from Kaupo, Hana, Kihei,

23

Kula, Keanae, Kahului, Kahakuloa, Kapalua,

24

Kaanapali, Lanai City, people even in this building.

25

I have taken calls from Molokai and from Kahoolawe.

On any busy given day it is not unusual
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Now l

1

why do we need all of these people?

We

2

right now have a small cache of 20 RTO I/II's and

3

four in training and about four supervisors.

4

there 24/7.

5

shift.

We are

At an optimum we need seven people per

You do the math.

6

MS. KOLLER:

Three minutes.

7

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Doesn't bear out.

The central

8

communication center is the hub of Maui Police

9

Department.

It's the hub of communications.

It's

10

the hub of Maui County.

11

your constituents are in distress l who do they call?

12

Not Ghostbusters.

13

of Maui CountYI we dispatch their need for fire

14

medics i

15

needs are sent to -- or these calls are sent to

16

people who can't breathe

17

drivel who can't get along with their neighbors

18

who oftentimes can't get along with themselves.

police l

This is where I work.

They call 911.

When

We take the needs
l

lifeguards l jet skis l and these

I

who can't swim l who can't
I

and

These positions represent a tremendous

19
20

attempt in getting your communication center

21

division of your Maui Police Department equipped

22

with all the too necessary people who answer phones

23

who field questions

24

MS. KOLLER:

25

MS. FILIMOEATU:

l

Four minutes.
Okay.

I'll come back.
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1

CHAIR KANE:

2

MS. FILIMOEATU:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

No.

Ms. Filimoeatu, thank you.

MS. FILIMOEATU:

6

CHAIR KANE:

7

MS. FILIMOEATU:

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

MS. FILIMOEATU:

10

back.

11

CHAIR KANE:

Yeah, but only for me, but I'll come

Am I able to come back?
No, you're not.

CHAIR KANE:

15

MS. FILIMOEATU:

16

full.

17

CHAIR KANE:

Total?

Yeah, total.
Okay.

Then maybe I need to come to the

Hang on, hang on, hang on.

We have -- plenty

people might have questions for you.
MS. FILIMOEATU:

Okay.

But I thought I had four minutes?

Oh, they get to question.

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

MS. FILIMOEATU:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

We have three minutes with a

minute to conclude in the Committee meetings.

14

20

Oh, okay.

Do you have any written comments?

MS. FILIMOEATU:

19

I'll come back.

No, we finish at four minutes.

13

18

You've reached

your four-minute mark, so --

5

12

Thank you, Dain.

Yeah.
Okay.

Ms. Anderson, go ahead.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you for coming and testifying.
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1

there been a problem in the past filling these

2

positions?

3

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Of course/ and I haven't had time to

4

touch on that/ but the mortality rate is 50 percent

5

when we recruit.

6

and it has been in the past/ for everyone

7

every two dispatchers that we recruit and train/ we

8

will lose one.

9

nine positions/ Tommy and I can bet that we will

So I can almost guarantee you -- or for

So in this case if we're looking at

10

lose five.

11

allocate and encourage and recruit/ knowing full

12

well that when it comes to the actual implementation

13

of their job/ we will lose 50 percent.

14

This gives us that leeway to actually

See/ I liken this to getting (inaudible) in

15

your house.

To me/ it's a very small pittance/ nine

16

RTO positions at SR-14 is very small/ and I know

17

you're all trying to reach a balanced budget/ but

18

this item really would be a cornerstone for the

19

safety and well-being of the Maui County.

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

Ms. Anderson.
Are all the current positions

filled?

23

MS. FILIMOEATU:

At this point we have four training/

24

20

25

you know/ there -- we have real people working.

- yeah/ just about -- they're all filled/ but/
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1

have people on maternity leave, sick leave,

2

extended, and other leaves that already, you know,

3

infringe on that.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Member Johnson, followed by

6

7

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you so much for coming.

8

you -- in your testimony I caught that it appears

9

you're not able to sufficiently staff the shifts.

10

MS. FILIMOEATU:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Correct.
Does that fact contribute to maybe

12

some of the attrition that you have, the people

13

that just

14

MS. FILIMOEATU:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MS. FILIMOEATU:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Certainly does.
don't make it, yeah.

Correct.
Has there also been an evaluation

18

done with -- when you speak about, you know, the

19

number of people that you intend to lose or will

20

likely lose, do you think it's the stress of the

21

job?

22

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Are

Some people do say that, and I would not

23

have to disagree or fault that argument.

The

24

underlying fact, though, is there is the positions

25

that are left empty.

Ultimately we would be staffed
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1

with seven people seven days a week.

2

20 right now.

3

positions, I'm talking actual people there.

4

So

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

We only have

and that's -- I'm not talking

So what happens when someone gets

5

ill, then, and doesn't show up for their shift?

6

Does somebody pull a double, then?

7

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Then you end up doing shifts like I do,

8

you just get off and you come here, or you do -- you

9

have people that are going for 16 hours, as opposed

10

to eight, which in itself elicits some sort of

11

diminished return on the performance.

12

natural, yeah.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, thank you very much.

Appreciate your testimony.

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17

That is only

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, thank you very much.

Aloha.

18

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Aloha.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I'd like to just follow up with the

20

same line that Member Johnson was just asking.

21

50 percent leave that you referenced, yeah, of the

22

total number, is that really based on, as Member

23

Johnson recognized, the stress of the job or the

24

compensation of the job?

25

MS. FILIMOEATU:

I think it's a combination of both.
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1

know, a lot of us who have been there for, you know,

2

around 15 years kind of think we're probably

3

certifiable, but, you know, there's a lot of good

4

that comes out of what you do and how you do it and

5

the actual fruition or compensation you get which is

6

beyond the dollar amount.

7

safety and well being of our families, of your

8

families, of your constituents who call us daily.

And we just look for the

It's amazing, because I'm born and raised

9
10

here, but I have truly seen the morphing of the

11

village to an urban metropolis.

12

impact that it has on all of our services, and know

13

that this little cache of people who run your

14

communication system, who answer the 911 calls, who

15

are looking at tsunami alerts, we have to look at

16

the -- whether or not Hana Highway is open, is all

17

part of that resource that is actually given out to

18

the entire County now, be it Lanai, Molokai, Maui,

19

or Kahoolawe.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

MS. FILIMOEATU:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Okay, mahalo.

Thank you.

And we all know the

Mahalo, Chairman.

Mr. Molina.
Thank you.

Good morning.

Aloha.
This past week I had the

opportunity to participate in a police ride-along.
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1

MS. FILIMOEATU:

2

us.

3

I know/ but you never come inside to see

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I'm sorry.

I'm sorry.

But it was

4

definitely an eye-opening experience/ and I think

5

all of us appreciate what you folks go through.

6

know/ I noticed that radio was nonstop at night/ but

7

I was told in the day it's even worse.

8

what is your most demanding time period usually?

9

MS. FILIMOEATU:

You

Is that --

You know it's demanding -- unfortunately/

10

I have to admit/ it's demanding 24/7.

11

for the period when Maui used to be the sleepy town.

12

It no longer is that.

13

anymore.

14

every other month.

15

that are constant here/ and that once influx of

16

tourism or tower of visitors is really/ really

17

steady.

18

where I think our funding should be/ and remember/

19

it's a cheap price to pay for insurance/ believe me.

20

I've wished

It's not that rural village

We've got a million plus people we service
We've got a growing populous

So that's where all of our aloha is/ that's

We have a group that are unsung heroes.

My

21

cohorts are very dedicated to protecting me/ you/

22

our aunties/ our kupunas/ our visitors.

23

the support.

24

With the way we're staffed now/ we do not have that.

25

Overtime is very frequent.

They need

They also need that respite time.

Two days off is very
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1

infrequent.

And I would hope that we would try to

2

lessen the liability that we assume should we not

3

adequately fund this central communication system.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

7

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Filimoeatu?

Further questions for
Ms. Anderson.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you.

Could you tell me

8

what the shifts are?

9

rare for anybody to get two days off?

10

MS. FILIMOEATU:

11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

MS. FILIMOEATU:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

You're saying that it's very

Yes.
Is that standard in the schedule?

No.
So people are having to work

overtime to fill in

15

MS. FILIMOEATU:

Correct.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17

MS. FILIMOEATU:

So what is the normal shift?

The normal shift would start at 7:00 to

18

3:00, 3:00 to 11:00, 11:00 to 7:00.

19

that are eight-hour shifts, unlike the police units

20

now that have a different schedule, yeah, 12-hour

21

schedule.

22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

We have three

So you have three eight-hour

shifts?
MS. FILIMOEATU:

Three eight-hour shifts, but you will

always find on any given day -- I can -
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1

guarantee if you walk in now to that center you'll

2

have someone who is at least doing 16 today.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

MS. FILIMOEATU:

On any given day?

If you go today I can guarantee you got

5

that, tomorrow you'll probably have two people doing

6

12's as opposed to one doing 16 and one doing eight.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So are you saying, then, that the

8

lack of adequate positions is requiring those people

9

who currently work for the Department to have to

10
11

work over their scheduled amount?
MS. FILIMOEATU:

I think

- yeah, I think what we're

12

looking for is not the lack of adequate positions,

13

but it's the lack -- well, I take that back.

14

lack of adequate positions to fill the necessary

15

ones.

16

great, but when you look at the actual real live

17

bodies who are there, which is like 20, then it

18

comes out to where you're at a loss.

19

It's a

Now, you know, looking at 30 positions is

I understand that if you come up with nine

20

more you've got to allocate the funding for it, and

21

what we're saying is many times

22

argument now is we're not using the allocation.

23

problem is when we go to the top and we recruit

24

four, we lose two.

25

at least give us four, at the worst case scenario.

- like your
The

Saying we can recruit nine, will
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At the best it will give us nine, which would be

2

great, that all of us who want two days off get two

3

days off, for those of -- our RTOs who have to give

4

birth, they can go have

5

feeling guilty.

- give birth without

But, you know, the problem is we're now at a

6
7

point where Maui has blossomed so much.

I remember

8

when one radio had maybe three to seven units that

9

you were taking care of.

Now the ratio per

10

dispatcher is more like 15 to 30 to one dispatcher.

11

So in other words, you're listening to 15 units that

12

may need help because they're helping you and you're

13

trying to pick all of that up, even though, now, we

14

have separated Kihei, Lanai, Hana, and Lahaina,

15

and -- from Central Maui.

16
17

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

When you say you separated them,

they have separate dispatch?
MS. FILIMOEATU:

Correct, they have separate -- they have

19

one RTO for that jurisdiction.

20

blue uniform that has been expanded, the call center

21

in the last ten years has not really gotten that

22

much bigger.

23

your kokua in recruiting for us too.

24
25

CHAIR KANE:

But see, unlike the

And we would -- we would also solicit

Ms. Anderson, go ahead.

Any further

questions?
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17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Just one, Chair.

So you're

saying that -- I'm trying to ask if -- and, Chair

3

CHAIR KANE:

Just ask, Ms. Anderson.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Call me out of order if I'm out

5

of order.

When call -- when 911 calls come in that

6

have to do with a beach rescue or a shoreline ocean

7

rescue, they come in to you guys?

8

MS. FILIMOEATU:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10
11

12

Yes.
And then you -- you send the call

to the ocean safety officers?
MS. FILIMOEATU:

It would be really good if we could do

that.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

MS. FILIMOEATU:

How does that work?

How it works is that we're all in a call

15

center, and so not only ten incoming regular

16

(inaudible) to the Police Department, we carry

17

answer all the weather calls, we answer all the

18

questions that people have about the road, and we

19

answer 911 calls.

20

because that's usually the person in distress.

21

times that's the person who is lost, but when we get

22

a distress call -- and it may be someone that's

23

having difficulty breathing with their baby, their

24

child, whatever it is, our entire attention is

25

focused on that one incident.

we

Now, 911 always takes priority
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Now

t

I may be also the one who's going to

2

send that baby a medical -- a medic and I may be

3

also the one who is taking the rescue

4

not taking the rescue t but I'm taking this poor baby

5

who can't breathe.

6

take and have to dispatch that jet skit that air --

7

air rescue to your call that you're taking t but I am

8

working also on another call.

t

and maybe I'm

I'm also the one that's going to

9

Unlike Honolulu PD where they separate their

10

call takers from their actual dispatchers and radio

11

people

12

which has a contiguous physical island t we have

13

water in between of our districts.

14

Lanai.

15

dispatch.

16

Kahoolawe as well as working Lanai t Hana

17

and Kihei.

t

we do everything here.

Unlike Honolulu PD

We dispatch

Oftentimes we're involved with Molokai
We sent just the other day air medic to
t

Wailuku t

So it's very frequent that you will have a

18

19

911 dispatcher who's also taking your callt also

20

sending you the unit that you need, that you're in

21

distress for.

22

to -- we pride ourselves in doing multi task t and

23

many times that in itself can be stressful.

So it's a multi task

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

- we'd like

Ms. Anderson.
Thank you very much.
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CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Any further questions, Members,

2

for Ms. Filimoeatu.

3

being here this morning.

4

MS. FILIMOEATU:

7

CHAIR KANE:

You're welcome .

Thank you.

like to testify?

Is there anybody else that would
Is Mr. Poelman here?

Members, just for your information,

8

9

Thank you for

. . BREAK IN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

5

6

Hearing none.

Mr. Poelman, did provide us with written testimony

10

with respects to the Maui Redevelopment Agency

11

funding request.

12

testimony for a little while more.

13

and proceed with our discussion this morning.

14

Before I recognize the Chief, Ms. Morrison, any

15

opening comments?

16

MS. MORRISON:

And the Chair will leave open

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Let's go ahead

Good morning,

17

everyone.

18

make, and that is to again express my appreciation

19

for the Budget Committee Staff accommodating all the

20

requests that I've made so far of them and vice

21

versa.

22

of information to you for your discussion, so I just

23

wanted to thank them and thank you.

24

have Deputy Chief Tom Phillips here, along with --

25

Yes, I do have a couple of comments to

We're working hard to get a meaningful set

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

This morning we

Chief.
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MS. MORRISON:

Excuse me, Chief Tom Phillips here, along

2

with his Deputy Chief, his right-hand man, business

3

manager Greg, and Richie Nakashima is also here, and

4

they will be available for your questions and give a

5

short presentation about the need for the nine radio

6

dispatchers.

7

14-39 and 40.

8

on the technical and support services program, 16-46

9

through 16-57.

The Budget Details has this on page
The Program Budget has a full section

The specific dollar amounts are on

10

16-52.

11

over to the Chief now.

12

CHAIR KANE:

But thank you, Mr. Chair, and I can turn it

Thank you.

And again before we have the

13

Chief provide his opening remarks, Members, you have

14

received documents this morning dated March 29th,

15

and it gives you, again, the breakdown -- specific

16

breakdown of the request.

17

And if, Chief, you can first provide opening

18

comments and then weld like you to maybe just touch

19

base on -- or summarize some of the comments that

20

are provided this Committee in writing.

21

Members, we will be discussing, again, the

22

nine expansion.

It is the Chairls intent to -- to

23

as much as possible, and obviously the chair will

24

provide some latitude, but we do have a schedule.

25

We have today Police, Housing, Personnel, Planning,
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and Public Works scheduled for today, and so I'd

2

like to keep the discussion as focused as possible

3

on the EP requests.
So, Chief, good morning.

4

5

MR. PHILLIPS:

Good morning, Chair and Members.

First of

6

all, I want to thank you for the time that you're

7

taking this morning to hear us.

8

Sheri knew something I didn't know about, but, okay,

9

but anyway.

10

I thought maybe

We are asking for nine dispatcher positions.

11

I think the total funding is somewhere around

12

159,000 for eight months of funding.

And I did

13

provide you a short written summary.

I just want to

14

talk a little bit about why we're asking for the

15

positions, though, and some of the justification.

16

You might wonder why all of a sudden nine.

17

really not all of a sudden nine.

18

for several

19

staffing in that area.

20

until this year, so, you know, this year we got what

21

I feel we need.

22

It's

We've been asking

several years budget to increase our
It's really never got to you

I'll go a little bit back historically and

23

tell you why nine and kind of justify that.

24

1996, just due to the increase in volume of work, we

25

wrote and justified for one -- now, when I talk
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1

about one position, in order to have -- in order to

2

add one position on every shift seven days a week,

3

24 hours a day, we need six people.

4

the nine.

5

right now is one and a half people.

6

and a half, in 1996 we asked for and

7

one position, which would have been six dispatchers,

8

and we asked for one supervisor, because we had

9

five, and if you remember back then it was kind of

So that's why

What we're asking to add to our dispatch
The reason one
we asked for

10

flat budget every year.

11

get positions, but the Mayor did allow us to have a

12

half position.

13

It was very difficult to

So three, we got three dispatch positions in

14

the 1997 Budget and one dispatch supervisor, and

15

that brought us to six supervisors, which gives you

16

full seven-day-a-week, 24-hour coverage, one

17

shift -- one supervisor per shift.

18

the years what we're asking for now is in that -- in

19

that last eight years our

20

gone up enough again that we believe justification

21

for -- to add, again, that position that we

22

justified back in '96 to fill that to one and then

23

add a second position now.

24

numbers later that would just show you the volume of

25

calls for service that they have.

So

so over

the volume of work has

And I'll give you some
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And first of all, I want to stress that

1

this -- the job of a dispatcher -- and Kehau

2

it's

3

touched on it a little bit, but it's a very

4

stressful -

5

just in the -- just the job itself is emergency

6

driven.

7

dispatch center we add more stress just for the

8

working environment because they are so short,

9

because they work a lot of over time, and you really

10

it's stressful.

That is stressful.

It's emergency driven

But here in our

don't have enough people.
The job has changed.

11

You know, 15 years ago

12

dispatcher had time to answer a 911 call and answer

13

the radio and talk to units and answer an

14

administrative call.

15

things.

16

The volume of calls has gone up in every area.

17

Our -- just the number of radio users has gone up

18

from about 500 Countywide to 1,400 just in the last

19

four or five years.

20

there that they have to deal with, as opposed to 500

21

five years ago.

Now it's different because it's constant.

If

22

They had time to do those

So now we have 1,400 radios out

there's the opportunity for high

23

liability in this area for the County, and I

24

would

25

there to do the job properly would in the long wrong

I would submit that having enough people in
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1

save us many times over the amount that we want to

2

pay these people, because if we miss a call or miss

3

an assignment or miss something that an officer is

4

trying to get help with because it's so busy in

5

there, it can bring liability issues to the County.

6

And so we want to make sure that they have enough

7

people in there to handle that.

8

one of the reasons it's difficult to recruit people,

9

it's a very multi-tasked job.

It's - - it is

- -

You have to answer a

10

911 call, you have to answer the radio, you have to

11

enter data into the computer as you talk to people

12

and you have to answer administrative line.

13

You have three computer screens.

I would

14

invite each of you to come in and just sit in there

15

for a few minutes -

16

a full shift

17

people do.

18

most dedicated people in this County as far as what

19

they do.

20

you don't even have to sit for

- just to get an idea of what those
And I'll tell you one thing, they're the

It's a very difficult job.

One of the reasons that I wanted to put this

21

as our priority this year for positions, I had a

22

chance to visit the LA Police Department

23

communication section in November, and it's exactly

24

like hours, although it's ten times bigger.

25

an opportunity to talk to many of the RTOs that work
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1

there.

One of the first issues, of course, was pay.

2

Because I was trying to recruit, by the way, while I

3

was there, but they start out probably about 15,000

4

a year higher than ours start, so of course we're

5

not going to be able to recruit people away from

6

there.
And I asked them about it must be really

7

8

stressful here, because just the volume is so

9

tremendous.

They have 4 million people in that area

10

that they deal with, and the calls for service, it

11

must be tremendously stressful.

12

everybody I talked to told me no, it's not.

13

nature is stressful, because you have a hot call

14

most of the time.

15

you're dealing with hot calls, but the job itself is

16

not stressful there because they have enough people.

17

They don't have shortages.

18

on every shift, somebody

19

calls.

20

group handles radio in different areas.

21

never get overburdened.

22

And each one -The

You're sending -- you know,

They have enough people
- some group handles 911

One group handles administrative calls.

One

So they

And so that struck me, for our people, most

23

of the stress is not so much the nature but the

24

working conditions, the call backs, working 15, 16

25

hours, 12 hours, overtime, and just not having
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1

enough people in there to adequately man the radio

2

and the phones and we need to separate calls for

3

service.

4

handle police calls.

5

medics, lifeguards, everything, everybody with a

6

radio.

7

different ball game for us.

So our -

We handle police, fire,

it's right off the bat it's a

And all of those areas over this period,

8
9

Another big difference in LA, they only

calls for service, for medics, fire, and police have

10

all gone up dramatically over this period of time,

11

and I'll touch on some of the numbers, but -- so

12

it's no longer a place where they have time to relax

13

and take care of one call at a time and stuff.

14

They're usually multi calls.

15

would add one and a half people to the dispatch

16

center.

17

positions and six supervisors.

18

we have one supervisor vacancy and three RTO

19

vacancies.

The nine positions

Right now we have allocated 30 RTO
Vacancies right now

Typically we always have some vacancies.

20
21

Like Kehau mentioned, we lose people.

We lose them

22

mainly to the stress.

23

there and can't handle that multi task, and so they

24

leave.

25

We've had a few people go out on injury.

And a lot of people get in

And we have natural attrition, retirements.
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1

interesting thing in LA they will not allow anybody

2

to work longer than an eight-hour shift, and that is

3

because they were having such a high volume of

4

carpal tunnel injuries.

5

overtime that's necessary, they'll call back from

6

somebody that's off.

7

work more than eight hours, and that's just for that

8

one reason.

9

carpal tunnel.

10

And so they

if they have

They won't have somebody ever

We have three people right now out with

And so those are things I think we have to

11

start looking at to protect our people and make sure

12

we have enough -- right now it's impossible to do

13

that because we have to provide that service to the

14

community.

15

we'd be too shorthanded in there, and that's

16

dangerous.

17

issue to the safety of our officers, that they

18

have -- the communications is the hub.

19

most important position because they're going to

20

send -- they have to determine how many units to

21

send and whether to send them on emergency.

22

Sometimes they have to do medical protocol.

23

had dispatchers deliver babies over the phone.

24

We've had them save -- make saves with telling

25

people how to do CPR and breathe for somebody.

If I restricted them to eight hours,

It's a public safety issue.
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They have all these medical protocols there

1

2

that we train them at, where most places don't have

3

that.

4

going to turn it over to a medical dispatcher, but

5

we do it all on Maui.

6

have the adequate staffing so that we can provide

7

that service to our community.

So I think it's necessary to

Just briefly, on numbers, I wanted to touch

8

9

Most places, if it's a medical issue, they're

on this a little bit.

In 1997 we had 79,000 911

10

calls.

11

or medical calls, 2,900 fire calls, and of course

12

the balance would be police calls.

13

300,000 administrative calls.

14

Renee was talking about where people call and ask

15

for -- they ask for anything from directions to why

16

is the road closed.

17

call and get information rather than call in on the

18

radio.

19

that they have to deal with.

20

And that's broken down into 9,000 EMS calls

We also had over

That's the calls that

And sometimes officers will

So those are all the non-emergency calls

This last year in 2004 -- it's gone up steady

21

every year, but in 2004 there were over 100,000 911

22

calls, 12,000 EMS calls, and over 5,000 fire calls.

23

There were in excess of 350,000 administrative calls

24

for service.

25

volume of calls, and that -- this doesn't include

So you can just -- you can see the
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1

the radio calls, the frequent -

2

and you mention it's busy all the time now.

3

to be where certain times of day it isn't as busy.

4

If you pick up the radio at night, it's still just

5

as busy.

6

there are more users.

7

radios active during the daytime, not just police

8

but other agencies that we also deal with.

9

the radio calls,
It used

And daytime it might be more busy because
We have, you know, more

Our dispatchers on Maui dispatch for the

10

entire island of Maui, Lanai, we have dispatchers in

11

Molokai, but they often assist Molokai and -- but

12

they don't have to dispatch the normal day-to-day

13

stuff on Molokai.

14

tremendous.

15

coming in this year and asking for nine.

16

asking every year to increase the number of people

17

there, and it just -- it's never really got here.

18

It's really never been put to you folks to make a

19

decision because it usually is cut before this time.

20

But we asked the Administration to make this our

21

priority this year.

So their work volume is

So I don't want you to think I'm just
We've been

22

If you would have read some of the passionate

23

memos that I have received from our dispatchers over

24

the year -

25

But they're pleading for help because they are --

I should have attached them.
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1

they are under staffed.

2

under staffed.

3

nine in the hopes that we get four.

4

nine in the hopes that we'll be able to recruit and

5

hire and train and keep nine.

6

so eventually we'll have 39 dispatchers.

7

have enough to increase that number working every

8

daYI every shift by one and a half.

And

Even fully staffed we're

you know

I

I

I'm not asking for

Eventually we willi

The reason we ask for six i

9

I'm asking for

We will

by the waYI for

10

one full-time position is because of those things

11

sick leave

12

pregnancies

13

a seven-daYI 24 hour-a-day job it comes out to five

14

point something

15

will give us enough people to add one position on

16

every shift to that dispatch center

17

we're asking for nine -- actuallYI this will give us

18

1 1/2 to make up for the half position that we got

19

back in 1997.

I

l

family leave

you know

l

I

those things that if you do the math on

so we round it to six because it

l

l

and that's why

And I don't know if -- I probably forgot

20

21

stuff

22

questions?

23

vacation

l

I

CHAIR KANE:

l

but I guess I -- should I just open it up for

Yeah

l

we'll go ahead and open it up for

24

questions

25

this is our final opportunity for testimony.

I

Chief

l

but before we do that
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there anybody here who has not testified that would

2

like to testify?

3

nobody here t Members t without objections we'll go

4

ahead and -- Mr. Poelman.

5

MR. POELMAN:

6

CHAIR KANE:

Now is your chance.

OkaYt seeing

Hi .
You've just -

under the wire.

If you could t

7

please t come forward and state your name for the

8

record t and we'll provide you with a total of four

9

minutest Mr. Poelman.
.RESUME PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

10

11

MR. POELMAN:

Okay.

My name's Lloyd Poelman.

And I

12

apologize.

13

calendar t the right schedule.

14

regarding the Planning Department Planner.

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

MR. POELMAN:

17

CHAIR KANE:

18

MR. POELMAN:

I was trying to get on the right
I was here to testify

You're on the right daYt sir.
Oh, okay.

Okay.

You can go ahead and speak to that.
Okay.

Thank you.

I am a member of the Maui

19

Redevelopment -- hi.

My name is Lloyd Poelman.

20

a citizen of Wailuku and I also work in Wailuku, and

21

I'm a member of the Maui Redevelopment AgencYt which

22

is part of the Wailuku Redevelopment District

23

Revitalization Plant and I'm here presenting

24

testimonYt and I've submitted written testimonYt

25

which I'd ask you to review regarding the position
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1

that's being requested by the Maui Planning Director

2

in regard to a Staff planner that would help the

3

Maui Redevelopment Agency as far as revitalization

4

and long-term planning for Wailuku community, as

5

well as other areas of Maui County that need

6

redevelopment.

7

And on the second page of my written

8

testimony is attached the five items which the Maui

9

Redevelopment Agency is requesting the County

10

Council to consider as part of their budget.

11

includes the Maui Redevelopment Agency Staff Planner

12

in the amount of $60,000; the Improvement District

13

Ordinance and the Vineyard, Central Avenue, and

14

Church Street beautification plan in the amount of

15

$80,000; the lao Community Park in the amount of

16

$300,000; a contract for maintenance services in the

17

amount of $25,000; and also a support in the Mayor's

18

proposal for $1 million to be set aside for the

19

Wailuku municipal parking lot master plan project.

20

That

I am testifying individually as well as a

21

member of the Maui Redevelopment Agency.

22

a resolution at our last meeting where we did

23

unanimously pass support for the five items that are

24

attached on the second page of my written testimony.

25

I wanted to appear here personally because I wanted
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1

to let you all know that as a citizen and as a

2

member of the Maui Redevelopment Agency, we hope

3

that the County Council will support these requests

4

for the budget.

5

CHAIR KANE:

8
9

Thank you, Mr. Poelman.
Members, questions for Mr. Poelman?

6
7

Thank you.

Ms.

Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, Lloyd, thank you for coming.

And on the second page of your handout where you've

10

got lao Community Park, you have that at signed to

11

the Department of Public Works, but did you mean

12

Parks Department for that one as opposed to Public

13

Works?

14

MR. POELMAN:

I understood that the Public Works put this

15

in their proposed budget, but it could be that my

16

information is wrong.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, I'll just check on it, but,

18

you know, I would think that it would be Parks,

19

okay, but thank you very much.

20

MR. POELMAN:

21

CHAIR KANE:

You're welcome.
Thank you.

22

Mr. Poelman?

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any further questions for

Mr. Hokama.
One quick one, Chairman.

How does

24

this fit into the revised redevelopment plan that

25

Council approved?

Because I don't recall
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1

supporting staff was supposed to start with an

2

Executive Director, not a Planner, and we gave money

3

for a Director, and yet the Department and the

4

agency chose not to go and move forward with what

5

was adopted by the Council.

6

MR. POELMAN:

I didn't understand that there was an

7

Executive Director ever budgeted for.

We were given

8

in the last budget in the end $15,000 for

9

discretionary, and where we're likely going to be

10

using that money is to try and fund this study to

11

find Federal grants to try and help develop the

12

municipal parking lot, but I didn't understand that

13

we ever got approval for an Executive Director

14

position.

15

In response to the question, though, I don't

16

know if it's just what the person's title is versus

17

what they'll actually be doing.

18

so concerned whether they're called -- I guess the

19

difference will be if they were an Executive

20

Director, I guess that would be my preference

21

because I'd feel like we'd have a little more

22

control with him being, you know, in house with the

23

Maui Redevelopment Agency, but we so far -- the only

24

money that the Maui Redevelopment Agency has ever

25

been allocated in its history was last year, we were

I don't think I'm
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given $15,000.

2

So I think the agency might feel as though

3

it's easier for us to try and make requests as part

4

of other budgets that have already been regularly

5

approved, like such as the Planning Departments, and

6

that's probably why it's put under Planning as

7

opposed to, you know, separately under the Maui

8

Redevelopment Agency, but what I understand from the

9

Planning Department is that that position would be

10

something that would be utilized in large extent by

11

the Maui Redevelopment Agency.

12

understand.

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's what I

Mr. Hokama.
Well, our understanding when we passed

15

the revised document, Mr. Poelman, was that the

16

agency was to take the lead through an Executive

17

Director.

18

agency, not the other way around.

19

Department is not the lead in the properties that

20

are designated for redevelopment.

21

State law is given that, and the Council created

22

that agency through an ordinance.

23

that the Department gets their understanding

24

corrected as State law has determined how you are to

25

operate and function.

Planning Department is to assist the
The Planning

The agency by

So I would hope
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1

You are not a subordinate of the Planning

2

Department.

3

carry out your responsibilities, and I'm

4

disappointed that it continues to not follow what

5

Council has passed in the revised documents.

6

MR. POELMAN:

7

aware

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

MR. POELMAN:

11

CHAIR KANE:

13

I'll follow up on that, because I wasn't

Excuse me, Mr. Poelman.

I'm sorry, we'll

just allow you for answers to questions.

10

12

You folks have tremendous authority to

Okay, I see no question.
Yeah, thank you.

further questions?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Hang on one second.

Any

Ms. Tavares.
I have a question.

Are we

14

bringing the MRA in for discussion at any point?

15

think I had made that request.

16

CHAIR KANE:

I

Yeah, and we haven't set a schedule for that,

17

so we'll follow up, Member Tavares, and we'll try to

18

fit them into a scheduled time to have a discussion.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, if we can, because I think

20

we need more than just Mr. Poelman to come and talk

21

with us about their budget.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Yes.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Because, you know, I wanted to see

24

how this possibly fits into their plan.

25

tried several times to get the MRA scheduled and
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1

they were never ready.

2

the $1 million back again in the budget for the

3

parking lot -- parking structure and we have not

4

ever approved those plans.

5

much more in depth discussion with them.

6

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Poelman?

8

being here -MR. POELMAN:

Hearing none.

Thank you.

Any questions for

Thank you very much for

Thank you .
. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

10
11

And so I think we need

Thank you, Member Tavares.

7

9

And I noticed that they have

CHAIR KANE:

providing testimony.

And we will,

12

Members, be discussing

- it's anticipated that

13

we'll be talking with Planning this afternoon, and

14

so the specific position being requested is part of

15

your packet, Members.
Is there anybody in the audience that has not

16
17

testified that would like to at this time?

18

nobody approach, without objection, Members, we'll

19

close testimony for today's meeting.

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

21

CHAIR KANE:

Seeing

No objections.

Okay, thank you.

And we'll -- I want to

22

thank everybody for allowing us that little break

23

there.

24

Chief on the nine positions that are being requested

25

for the Police Department.

So we'll move right into Q and A with the
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Member Johnson, you have the floor.

1

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, I really appreciate your

3

sharing the information about, you know, the

4

historic evolution of that position.

5

things that I heard in the testimony from

6

Ms. Filimoeatu was that the visitor industry is also

7

having a very, very large impact on the number of

8

calls that you receive.

One of the

I know that you made comments as a Department

9

10

on the various, let's say, if it's resort

11

development or whatever it happens to be.

12

know you've repeatedly asked for certain positions

13

or certain, you know, assistance in terms of numbers

14

of police personnel.

15

requested let's say as an impact any of the either

16

funding, you know, for these positions or assistance

17

from the visitor industry, I guess, or in your

18

comments when you're asking have you requested

19

specific dollar amounts to fill these positions?

20

MR. PHILLIPS:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And I

Have you specifically

From the visitor industry?
Well, it would be either through

22

the visitor industry as an impact related to a

23

development or directly to the visitor industry or

24

as a request perhaps to the Department where you're

25

saying, yes, this is an impact and we're going to
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1

have to increase the amount of funding that's

2

allocated for these specific positions.

3

MR. PHILLIPS:

I don't know that our process allows that.

4

I don't think so.

5

request.

6

that we go through for our budgeting would even

7

allow that.

8
9

We haven't made that type of

It's not -

I don't think that the process

I should mention that because we dispatch for
the State, the EMS and some of the other agencies,

10

we do have funding from the State for five of our

11

dispatch positions.

12

gone to the visitor industry or in that area.

13

would look at it as part of the increase in volume

14

as the visitors -

15

Maui, our work in every area goes up, in patrol, in

16

CID, because a lot of times they're crime victims or

17

that's why we establish the visitor-oriented

18

policing, because we saw so many issues with

19

visitors and that unit deals just with that area.

20

But other than that, we haven't
We

number of visitors increase on

It's kind of like a community policing unit

21

that deals with their community is the visitors.

22

found that over 100 visitors come here and die every

23

year, and that's a huge problem.

24

steps to help the family and make it a lesser, you

25

know, lessen -- the bad experience for them here as

So they have taken
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1

they do on any crime or accident or any other issues

2

the visitors have here.

3

get those positions in a grant, but I don't know of

4

any grant opportunities in this area that would give

5

us money for communications or dispatchers.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Other than grants, we did

And I totally understand where

7

you're coming from with regard to maybe not having

8

the mechanism.

9

specifically is I understand what the need is.

I guess what I'm looking at
What

10

I'm looking at is when we trace back in a logical

11

progression where the impacts come fTom and that we

12

ask for different industries or different sectors of

13

the population to, okay, at least if you're creating

14

an impact, where is the money going to come from to

15

take care of the costs associated with that impact,

16

so I'm looking at mitigation.
And perhaps, Mr. Chair, one of the things

17
18

that we might consider is I guess during our

19

deliberations on allocations -- and it may be

20

through the Visitors Bureau, whatever, to also pose

21

that question to the Visitors Bureau, what is HTA

22

doing, you know, to address these concerns.

23

MR. PHILLIPS:

I think it would be real difficult to break

24

down how much the visitor industry, as far as the

25

volume of our work, because we don't have a
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1

mechanism to break it down to calls with visitors.

2

I mean if you

3

Maui Lani, they're putting in all these new homes,

4

Haiku -- as all these places growl it causes us

5

additional calls for service in every areal for

6

patrol and for our CID personnel and certainly for

7

our dispatchers as well.

8

cause us calls for service.
Now l

9

as all these new homes come up, as

So any growth is going to

funny thing is crime is not -- right

anyway I is not any higher than it was ten years

10

now l

11

ago.

If you look at the number of burglaries and

12

things

l

13

service have gone way up.

14

we respond to so many other things other than calls

15

SOl

16

increased a thousand percent over the last ten years

17

because more people are putting them in.

18

now residential alarms and stuff like that.

19

a huge burden for both our dispatchers and our field

20

people.

21

causes more calls.

22

trigger a crime

23

volume continues to go up in that area.

24
25

it's actually still lower l but our calls for

you know

CHAIR KANE:

I

So as population grows

accidents and burglar alarms

l

I

l

that's

We have
That's

So all of those things as we growl it

l

Thank you.

That might not necessarily

but it's a call for service and the

And I'm going to interject here.

I'm going to ask members respectfully if you can
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limit your statements and ask questions, because

2

we've got a very tight schedule.

3

just trying to rein you folks in keeping it to

4

questions and we can save our statements for later

5

on in this process, but right now we need to -- we

6

need to keep moving with questions so we can get

7

clarity to the request that's before us, which is

8

the nine positions.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, again, I'm

Member Johnson.

And, Chief Phillips, I really

10

appreciate your comments.

11

guess your recommendation because of I guess the

12

difficulty in filling or keeping these positions

13

filled?

14

increase I guess the work force staying in place?

15

You know, besides just the funding alone is there

16

anything that we can do outside of that to help

17

stabilize the work force?

18

MR. PHILLIPS:

One -- what would be I

Is there anything that can be done to

Well, I think there has to be changes in a

19

lot of areas even for the recruitment of police.

In

20

this area

21

they fall just within

22

HGEA, that's their bargaining unit, and really they

23

probably should be on their own.

24

specialized work.

25

nationally there's only like 2 percent of the

the problem with our dispatchers is
they're lumped within the

It's a very

There's been studies that show
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population that even qualify to do that job, that

2

multi-task job with the computers and answer phones,

3

answer radio all at the same time, have good

4

communication skills, a calm demeanor, and all those

5

kind of things.

6

here is small.

So naturally the applicant pool

So we -- you know, we have to try and attract

7

8

them.

We've tried to do some things legislatively,

9

maybe try and bring in the 25-year retirement

10

similar to the police to try and give that as a --

11

you know, make it more attractive to people so that

12

it's not -- you know, make it maybe a younger career

13

and stuff like that, and that's attractive to people

14

when they have the retirement benefits that are

15

better.

16

So, you know, one thing certainly is pay.

17

They're grossly underpaid.

18

while they're here, because they'll go get jobs in

19

LA, but -- and anyone of them could dispatch

20

anywhere in the country because they are -- our

21

people, again, it's not just fire,

22

police, it's not just

23

places don't.

24

can bump that up, it will help keep people here, and

25

if we can keep trying to push some of the benefits.

I

don't want to say this

it's not just

they do it all, and most

So part of it is pay.

I
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1

But, you know, some of those things we need help

2

with.

3

need to look at ways -

4

the only one who know we're in a crisis, and we're

5

in a crisis recruitment-wise, and so we're going to

6

need help politically and from DPS and from other

7

agencies that can help us recruit people because

8

it -- it can be a lot worse by this time next year.

9
10
11

12

It's just like the police recruiting.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
CHAIR KANE:

because we're in a -

We
we're

Thank you very much, Chief.

Thank you.

Member Molina, followed by Member

Anderson and then Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Good morning, Chief.

13

14

MR. PHILLIPS:

Good morning.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

My question will tie into comments

16

that were made on the form that was given to us this

17

morning regarding job description.

18

paragraph I guess on the second page states police,

19

fire, and medical personnel are raising safety

20

concerns that dispatchers are not promptly

21

responding to their radio transmissions in a timely

22

manner.

23

totally missed by the dispatcher and more and more

24

dispatchers are entering information into the

25

computer-aided dispatch system after the fact due to

The last

At times radio transmissions are being
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their inability to be on a telephone call and

2

monitor the radio transmissions at the same time.

3

I know earlier you made the statement that

4

it's become such a multi-faceted job, it's become

5

even more difficult I guess for the dispatchers in

6

terms of, you know, taking time out to focus on one

7

particular emergency call.

8

us how many calls on average are being missed

9

because of the lack of staffing in there?

Is

can you share with

And I

10

guess do the dispatchers make the call in terms of

11

priority, you know, where to

12

beat officer should go or is it made by someone

13

else?

14

MR. PHILLIPS:

Well, it's certainly

you know, where the

we try and

15

prioritize.

I can't tell you in terms of number how

16

many are missed.

If we miss any, it's big, though,

17

it could be big.

And the problem of course is if we

18

have a dispatcher that's call taking and

19

dispatching, so she's on a phone with a 911 person

20

on an emergency and radio transmission comes and

21

they miss it, that could be big as well.

22

why I was so impressed with the Los Angeles set up,

23

which is the way their dispatch is set up is exactly

24

like ours.

25

personnel where they don't have that issue.

And that's

The difference is they have enough
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If a person is on a hot call, they're on that

1

call.

3

don't have people call taking and dispatching.

4

separate.

5

personnel, the one and a half per shift because we

6

want to

7

want to try and have somebody call taking that can

8

take the emergency call and funnel the information

9

that's needed to the dispatchers and have them

10
11

They don't do anything else.

- they

2

If

It's

And that's why we want to add the

we want to try and break up that -

-

we

handle the radio calls.
The radio calls have just gone up, the volume

12

of radio calls.

And you can see from 500 users to

13

1,400 users it

14

So, you know, occasionally an officer will call in

15

something and it's missed.

16

big emergency and they've got officers going to a

17

hot call, we'll place everybody on emergency calls

18

only so they don't get all the other traffic coming

19

in, requests for license checks.

20

on all that non-priority stuff until that emergency

21

at least -

22

resolved, but at least we know units are on scene

23

and it's under control, and then we'll let the other

24

traffic come.

25

frequent.

- naturally it's going to go up.

Typically if we have a

They'll hold off

at least is resolved -- sometimes not

And so that is becoming more

And I'm on the radio -- I listen to the
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1

radio every day, and I hear that now way more than

2

before.

3

several times a shift where it's, okay, emergency

4

calls only and until that one issue is taken care

5

of.

It's every day, it's ever shift, I mean

So I can't tell you numbers, but I can tell

6

7

you that it's more frequent than it should be

8

because we don't have enough people working in there

9

and we need to separate some of the functions.

If

10

we do that, that will be a retention issue.

11

naturally the stress of this job will go down.

12

we make the work environment better and we don't

13

have people having to work so many extra shifts and

14

they get their two days off and the work volume is

15

broken up where we have people taking calls and

16

other people doing radio and the supervisor has time

17

to come and check on what's going on, the work

18

environment will be less stressful and we will keep

19

people.

20

there and that will help us.

21

Because
If

That will be one retention issue right

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And with all the different I

22

guess types of issues that occur in the daytime, you

23

have to deal with I guess calls for emergencies out

24

in the water during the day and in the night you

25

have burglar alarms going off.
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1

MR. PHILLIPS:

We have burglar alarms all day, all night.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

MR. PHILLIPS:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

That's all the time.
Okay.

And on the subject of the

5

workplace itself, you do have the adequate equipment

6

and space to accommodate, say, for example, if there

7

are nine people that qualify?

8
9

MR. PHILLIPS:

We do.

We have enough positions.

As a

matter of fact we're in the process with this IT

10

project with renovating the communications center

11

and putting in more equipment so we can have more

12

stations in there so we would be able to have the

13

additional people there.

14

depending on funding at some point, because the room

15

isn't -- at some point we'll need a bigger room.

16

we might look -- when we do start working on the

17

Kihei station, the possibility of moving our com

18

center to Kihei and then maybe keeping a back-up in

19

Wailuku, or vice versa, but we probably need a

20

bigger room at some point, but we could handle the

21

addition right now.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Thank you, Chief.

Thank you, Chairman.

23
24

Okay.

We'll probably look at --

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

Ms. Anderson,

followed by Mr. Pontanilla.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you, Chief, for giving us such a good

2
3

presentation.

4

to dispatchers because of the --

5

MR. PHILLIPS:

Do you know how much overtime is paid

I don't have that figure.

6

to look.

7

though, every single day.

8

try and get you a figure if we can.

9

But we're going

I know that there's overtime every day,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I know that, and we'll

Can you give me kind of a general

10

idea of how much overtime is used every day?

11

other words, you have how many dispatchers on duty

12

in any given day that are working overtime?

13

MR. PHILLIPS:

I would guess -

In

and again, I'd have to go

14

back and look, and we can get that for you, but I

15

would guess that almost on every shift we probably

16

have a call back or some form of overtime, hold

17

over, call back almost every shift in there right

18

now, and it was worse earlier in the year -

19

in last year.

20

patrol officers and we were going to put them in

21

there to take calls for service because the dispatch

22

was so shorthanded.

23

well,

At one point we started training

That's been relieved a little bit. We've had

24

some hiring.

We've got some people in training, and

25

so we haven't -- we haven't gone to that, but it's
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still an option if we have tOt because they were

2

working too many hours t too many call backs.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So when you say overtime every

4

shiftt does that mean one person is working overtime

5

every shift or

6

MR. PHILLIPS:

Yeah t againt I don't want to -- yeah t I

7

would have to look.

I have to go back and look and

8

tell you for certain t but I know that typically if I

9

go down t there will be at least one person on some

10

form of overtime t call back, you know t maybe

11

extended from the last shift t and sometimes it's

12

I mean it's not always because of sick leave and

13

there might be other issues.

14

dispatcher has to go to court t someone's going to

15

have to hold over for them and take their shift

16

until they're back t and so it's all of those kind of

17

things.

18

I mean if we -- if a

Vacation t we don't want to limit them from

19

taking vacation.

20

saYt look

21

we're so shortt but we've tried to allow them to

22

take vacation because they need a break from that

23

job and so -

24

create call back typically.

25

you'll have someone on vacation and that will

t

They need that break.

So we could

I can't give anybody vacation because

and to give them -- and that will
And almost every month
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1

typically trigger a call back t just that t probably

2

one or two a week just because of a vacation.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Now t when you say call back t does

4

that mean -- excuse me -- somebody who typically has

5

a day off would come in and work?

6

MR. PHILLIPS:

Either -- yeah t either/or.

They would

7

either be -- we'd call somebody back from their day

8

off or somebody who just got off shift they might

9

ask them to extend sometimes 16 hours t which is way

10

too much.

Not 16 hours more but a full eight-hour

11

shift more than they've worked.

12

ask them to work four hours additional and then the

13

shift that's going to come on next they'll call

14

somebody and see if they can come in four hours

15

early and work 12 hours.

16

that way and try and move the overtime around t but

17

it's difficult.

18

course t love the overtime because it gives them more

19

paYt but we have to be concerned with exactly what

20

Kehau said t that diminishing returning.

21

timet some point when you're tired -

22

be tired in there because everything is emergency

23

driven.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

MR. PHILLIPS:

Sometimes they'll

So we try and break it up

And some of the dispatchers t of

At some

and you can't

Right.

And so we have to be very careful about
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having people work too many hours.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So you don't have any prescribed

limit on how -- how many hours they can work?
MR. PHILLIPS:

It's very difficult to do that right now.

5

I can't put a limit like LA Police do because we

6

just don't have the volume of people to do that.

7

we would try as best we can not to have a person,

8

say, work both their days off, you know, it would be

9

one, or we try and have them not work so many

10

16-hour shifts, but it's still very difficult

11

because the pool of people to do that job is not

12

very many, so, you know, you've got to call from

13

somewhere.

14

limit.

15

overtime, it's pretty unlimited, so -- and that's

16

you know, that's difficult.

17

for these people that have families and a lot of

18

them have young children at childbirth age, and, you

19

know, all of those kind of things that we normally

20

have, so it is a big issue right now.

21

bump it up a position and a half and be able to hire

22

those people, I think it will help us with retention

23

as well as all those issues of giving people -- just

24

making the work conditions a little better.

25

So

And so it's difficult right now to

It's pretty -- I mean if you want the

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Quality of life issues

Could you do some kind of an
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1

estimate as you give us this overtime figure and the

2

approximate hours involved?

3

type of idea of how this position and a half would

4

reduce that overtime?

5
6

7

CHAIR KANE:

Could you give us some

Could you do that?

Maybe if you can't respond right now, we can

always get that in writing.
MR. PHILLIPS:

Yeah, I wouldn't be able to respond.

I can

8

look at it, though.

9

it would be a huge reduction, obviously, in that.

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

11

CHAIR KANE:

I can already tell you I think

Yeah.

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Member Anderson.

In your Details,

12

14-39, under premium pay, actual expenditure of

13

premium pay was over $330,000, so that gives you an

14

indication of the percentage of money that's paid

15

out in overtime as opposed -- in comparison to the

16

overall budget for your A category, which is salary

17

and wages.

So just so you can take note of that.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

MR. PHILLIPS:

20

CHAIR KANE:

21

22
23
24
25

Just--

Can I clarify on that?
That's 14-39, and that's part of the

component of overtime.
MR. PHILLIPS:

Yes, sir.

If I could clarify that.

That includes our

receiving desk area as well as the dispatch.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Okay, Mr. Pontanilla, followed by

Mr. Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Actually my

2

line of questioning similar to Member Anderson, but

3

in regards to the overtime hours, if we could have

4

in writing the equivalent of the overtime hours to

5

head counts, if we could get that, and then thank

6

you, Chief, for mentioning the vacation, training,

7

as well as the sick leave that the Department is

8

looking at in trying to get, you know, vacations for

9

each employee, you know, giving them their vacation

10

time as well as their training.

11

14-39.

12

that the '05 appropriation is a little bit more than

13

the proposed '06.

14
15
16

MR. PHILLIPS:

There's position 17A -

I was looking at
I mean, I noticed

That's probably the collective bargaining

increase for that group, HGEA and SHOPO.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, so the increase

well,

17

actually this shows a decrease from 32,000 to 31.

18

So is that a typo or something?

19

MR. PHILLIPS:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR KANE:

22

Which one are you looking at?
17A on --

I'm sorry, Member Pontanilla, you're on

Details 14-39?

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, 14-39.

And then it's the last
The last item, yeah.
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CHAIR KANE:

And actually there's a couple in there t butt

yeah t the 17A t you're right.
MR. PHILLIPS:

It's based on incumbent.

It's a person

4

that was at a higher pay was going out in that

5

particular -- or transferred t turn over.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR KANE:

8
9
10

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you t Chair.

Member Hokama t you have the

floor.
MR. PHILLIPS:

Can I comment on the training t thought just

real briefly?

11

CHAIR KANE:

12

MR. PHILLIPS:

Yeah t sure.
You know t we used to run -- the training

13

involved in dispatch, it's not just train -- their

14

initial training and then they're done.

15

training that has to be -- like certifications and

16

stuff that has to be done t you know t depending on

17

whenever it is, you know t held, sometimes every

18

three years, sometimes every five years t sometimes

19

annuallYt so that

20

put them in training.

And we've had to cut back on

21

some of the training.

We used to have the RTOs

22

attend our annual recall training t which is 40 hours

23

a week, but we've -- you know t we haven't been able

24

to maintain some of that based on the shortages.

25

that's the reason -- part of the reason why you need

- we remove people from there to
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1

six per -- to add one, because, you know, you're

2

going to pull people for training, vacation, sick

3

leave, all the things that take them away from being

4

on the job, and that's why you need six.

5
6

7

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama, thank you for your

yielding on that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, what is your understanding

8

of how far back information regarding the overtime

9

and its relation to EP count is going to go?

10

year?

11

Mr. Takahashi?

12

there's a

13

your overtime.

14

would be helpful.

One

How far back can you get us information,
It would be helpful to see if

- you know, understand the pattern of

15

MR. PHILLIPS:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I would say three-year minimum

We can -Thank you.
Including your vacancies, you know,

18

how the vacancy situation impacted the ability of

19

this division to perform, please.
Chief, obviously my understanding is your

20
21

increase of demand on your people is also because of

22

the expansion of the 800 megahertz system.

23

that be a correct understanding?

24
25

MR. PHILLIPS:

Would

Yes, because we've -- it's -- there's more

users.
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. PHILLIPS:

3

The system has grown and it's grown beyond

the Police Department.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. PHILLIPS:

6

7
8

9
10

Right.

Right.

So we have all these other agencies that

are on there.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And does your dispatchers respond to

those other -- all agencies that are on the system?
MR. PHILLIPS:

Yeah.

Now

t

they're not going to dispatch

Public Works and people like that.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. PHILLIPS:

Yeah

Yeah
t

t

but they'll respond to a call?

if there's a request

t

they could.

13

And on places like the sheriffs who we've given

14

radios tOt DLNR t a State agencYt we've given radios

15

tOt we have Federal agencies now that have the

16

radio.

17

thing where they're -- you know t

18

calls for service and then dispatch DLNR or anything

19

like that

20

for assistance or ask for things t they do increase

21

the volume.

22

So if -- it's not -

t

it's not a regular
they don't take

but if they do come on the radio and ask

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So it has impacted the volume.
OkaYt thanks for that response.

When

23

you mention with the State DLNR and when you deal

24

with your Federal colleagues

25

reimbursement or any financial considerations to

t

is there some type of
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your Department in return?
MR. PHILLIPS:

From the State there is.

They pay for five

positions currently.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. PHILLIPS:

And then on the Federal whatever

Federally we don't ask because it's

6

typically only one or two -- or if it's one time

7

you know, if we have a bunch of

8

the mass arrest, we had a lot of Federal agencies

9

here.

10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. PHILLIPS:

12

like when we did

Right, right.

So it wouldn't be something that is regular

where we would ask them for any kind of funding.

13

VICE-CPAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. PHILLIPS:

Okay.

We only have a few Federal agents that are

15

actually stationed here and they have one of our

16

radios, but it's not enough volume where we would

17

have to ask them to pay for service or anything.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. PHILLIPS:

20
21

Okay.

The President

It's a benefit for us for them to have a

radio, in other words.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I understand your comment, Chief,

22

so -- and I appreciate that.

The President

23

continues to increase the Department of Homeland

24

Defense.

25

past of securing some of those funds.

I know you have been successful in the
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venue for you to get some of those funds to assist

2

you as part of the first responders in homeland

3

defense with your radio dispatch program?

4

MR. PHILLIPS:

I don't believe that it is allowed for us

5

to hire personnel/ at least at this point.

We've

6

been able to purchase equipment.

7

help us there if we wanted to -- and we are

8

purchasing communications equipment with that money/

9

so it will help us with equipment/ but right now

Certainly it could

10

it's not -- it's not a program where we can add

11

personnel.

12
13
14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Would that be able to help you expand

your potentially capacity of your dispatch area?
MR. PHILLIPS:

Possibly/ but right now we're kind of

15

restricted by just the space in our station/ so if

16

we -- we'd have another facility maybe.

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Regarding your -- I'm trying to

18

understand/ you know/ we've supported your

19

Department and we've invested a lot of money in the

20

CAD/ the computer-assisted dispatch program/ and yet

21

as part of Ms. Morrison's and your comments to us in

22

writing/ is that the dispatchers are having

23

it's impacting the dispatchers and their ability to

24

input.

25

hindering you in your ability to perform?

or

So is this really helping you or is this
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MR. PHILLIPS:

It's absolutely helping us.

It will

2

eventually make the Department more efficient l but

3

it does require the dispatchers to be able to enter

4

data into the

5

the new system we're hoping would make it easier to

6

enter the datal but it is -- it is different from

7

the old way.

8

handle dispatching.

9

you have to enter into the computer and -- you know

10

and the volume is of course too great l but they are

11

very technically trained people

12

technically trained people with great communication

13

skills.

14

lot of work for the dispatchers.

15

- I mean they do it now l but -- and

I mean when I was a rookie

I used to

I couldn't do it today because

very skilled

l

So it will absolutely help uS

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

l

I

but it is a

And againl I just asked the question

16

because we have supported your department in

17

improving its ability to perform.

18

know

19

that unintended consequence as part of the return.

20

I

I

you

at times sometimes we do things that we have

MR. PHILLIPS:

WeIll theY're -- we have a CAD system

21

already.

22

make the job any more difficult.

They're already doing

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. PHILLIPS:

25

And just aS

itl

so it shouldn't

Okay.

But we're hoping that it does -- it is a

responsibility that adds to that multi-task burden
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2

for them.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

My last question is as I look

3

through the reports and your status of vacancies, I

4

want to know if there's a pattern with the

5

departments.

6

processing your requirements, whether it be the

7

lapsing of qualified applicant lists or testing in

8

your ability to fill

9

MR. PHILLIPS:

As far as dispatchers are you talking

10

about?

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. PHILLIPS:

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

15

Are you having difficulty with DPS

Right now, yeah.

No, not dispatchers.
Because you show

in the report it

shows, what, four dispatchers?
MR. PHILLIPS:

Well, we have -- yeah, three -

three

16

vacancies, I believe we have three people on the

17

list right now.

18

issue.

19

the population of people who qualify is not very

20

big, and so it's a recruitment issue.

21

right now we have a person that's full-time assigned

22

to recruitment, both dispatchers and police, so I --

23

if you're asking me the process, I think the

24

yeah, I think it needs to be changed, but for a

25

variety of reasons.

I don't think that's so much a DPS

It's just -- like I mention, there's not

I think DPS has to come more
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1

into the 21st century, so to speak, but I don't

2

think that the DPS is an issue right now when we

3

have vacancies in our dispatch.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well, I appreciate that

5

response, Chief, so thank you.

My last question

6

would be to you, Chairman.

7

Staff is working well with Ms. Morrison, but what

8

would help us is to know, again, what number is the

9

accurate numbers of your division right now.

And again, I know your

In

10

your Details you show five dispatch supervisors, 26

11

dispatchers.

12

supervisors, 30 dispatchers.

13

request is based on, you know; the lower number, and

14

so maybe Mr. Takahashi can help us get the real

15

accurate numbers, because eventually this is what

16

we're going to ask the taxpayers to ante up for.

17

MR. PHILLIPS:

In the Program you show six
But what the financial

We have to look at it.

It be our error.

18

We have to look at it and make sure that it's

19

correct, that part.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Chairman.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Any further

22

questions?

Members, if there are any further

23

questions, I ask that you generate those questions

24

in writing and pass them on to Budget Staff and

25

we'll make sure that Chief Phillips and the
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1

Department get those questions and they'll be able

2

to respond with adequate time.

3

Members, without seeing any further discussion on

4

the nine EP count increase request by the Chief and

5

the Department, I want to thank the Department for

6

being here this morning, along with your personnel.

7

Thank you very much, Chief.

8

MR. PHILLIPS:

9

CHAIR KANE:

At this time,

Thank you.
Members, the Chair's going to take a

10

ten-minute recess.

11

normal.

12

have Director Lee come forward from the Department

13

of Housing and Human Services and we'll start from

14

there.

15

We're in recess.

16

RECESS:

17

RECONVENE:

18

CHAIR KANE:

We went a little longer than

And then when we come back we're going to

So we'll recess, Members, until 10:35.
(Gavel) .

10:21 a.m.
10:39 a.m.

(Gavel).

Okay, Members, let's reconvene.

19

Before we recognize Director Lee this morning,

20

Members, just for some housekeeping, you did receive

21

during the break I think three separate documents.

22

The thicker one of the three are the responses to

23

the request of the consolidated list of vacancies,

24

okay, so that very thick one that provides you with

25

the responses to all the vacancies as of the date
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1

that we designated.

2

perusal.

So that's there for your

3

Also, Members, I believe you have received

4

two others, one for EP expansion requests and the

5

other one is the

- for this afternoon I believe is

6

for Public Works.

So I know we can get lost in the

7

shuffle of paper and material, so I'm just asking

8

you to kind of set that so you have that stuff

9

available for you for your perusal.

10

With that, Members, we have with us this

11

morning Director Alice Lee to be discussing the

12

positions, the EP requests for the Department of

13

Housing.

14

believe we have?

15

MS. LEE:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

MS. LEE:

18

CHAIR KANE:

And I believe we have -- Ms. Lee, one, I

Yes, Mr. Chair.
The Assistant Housing Administrator request?

Yes.
Thank you.

So, Members, that will be found

19

on your Details 7-5 and your Program 9-17, and I

20

believe in the first packet we got this morning

21

Ms. Lee's comments or summary is provided for you.

22

So we'll have Ms. Lee give us an opening comment and

23

then we can get right into that.
Good morning, Ms. Lee.

24
25

MS. LEE:

Good morning, Mr. Chair and Members.
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1

asking for one position, and that position is the

2

Assistant Housing Administrator's position.

3

transmitted a memo -- a letter to you yesterday

4

dated March 29th regarding the justification for

5

this position, but in general the need for this

6

position is pretty

7

have our Administrator -

8

working till 8:00 or 9:00 o'clock at night trying to

9

catch up, which he never does, because of the volume

We

is pretty great because we
our Housing Administrator

10

of work.

11

Housing is -- is a very, very busy division, and to

12

have the Administrator trying to do all of the

13

detailed work is very difficult.

14

appreciate your support.

15

CHAIR KANE:

And I'm sure you can understand that

Thank you.

Members, we'll open it up for

16

questions to Director Lee.

17

open up with Mr. Mateo.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So we would

Any questions?

We'll

Chairman r thank you very much.

Ms. Lee, good morning.

19
20

MS. LEE:

Good morning.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

The current housing component of

22

your Department consists of how many individuals?

23

Yourself

24
25

MS. LEE:

The entire -- wellr actually I don't count

myself because I'm supposed to be overseeing five
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1

divisions, Housing being one.

2

28 Housing employees, but of the 28 employees, 22

3

are assigned to Section 8 and are paid for by

4

Section 8.

5

can't ask them to do regular -- other than Section 8

6

work.

7

Administrator and five other people, one secretary

8

and four people doing different jobs, such as fair

9

housing, the HOME Program, and Aging in Place.

10

We have approximately

And because it's a Federal program we

So then that leaves six left, the

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And this particular position will

11

not be working with the Section 8 programs but more

12

with the actual other Housing programs?

13

MS. LEE:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

16
17

18
19

Yes, right.
Thank you very much.

Thank you,

Chair.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Any further questions?

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Good morning,

Director Lee.

20

MS. LEE:

Good morning.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

The position itself, so basically

22

we're looking at this as an assistant to the Deputy

23

Housing Administrator, am I correct?

24

MS. LEE:

To the Housing Administrator, yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And I had something else to ask.
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I'll pass at this time.

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

MS. LEE:

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you.

Good morning.

Good morning.
Back in Fiscal Year 2000 I

6

think the position was frozen.

7

position was frozen at that time?

8
9

MS. LEE:

Do you know why the

It's been frozen for a number of years.

I think

we haven't been able to -- every year we ask, you

10

know, to unfreeze this position, but now we're

11

reaching a critical point where our Administrator is

12

becoming burnt as a crisp.

13

overdoing it in terms of trying to catch up and

14

working all these long hours.

15

the load, and in the past there hasn't

16

departments have been given priority and in the past

17

there hasn't been money basically to pay for

18

unfreezing this position, but now we've reached a

19

critical point where we're talking about the

20

well-being of a human being, it's just taking its

21

toll, because, as you know, the housing crisis a

22

great deal of attention and it's really hard to

23

address this issue shorthanded.

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

CHAIR KANE:

He's just -- he's just

He just can't handle
- other

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.

Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good morning, Ms. Lee.

2

3

MS. LEE:

Good morning.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you for being here.

I'm

5

trying to just clarify in my own mind, Mr. Andaya is

6

the Deputy Director; is that correct?

7

MS. LEE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

10

Ye s .
And he was appointed as the

housing czar a couple years ago by the
Administration?

11

MS. LEE:

Well, that's one name, yeah, housing czar.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

MS. LEE:

What's another name?

Well, he's looked upon as the housing

14

coordinator for the technical aspects of projects.

15

So in other words, after I handle the front end, I

16

attend all Council and Committee meetings, I attend

17

Planning Commission meetings, I attend State Land

18

Use Commission meetings, all of those types of

19

meetings, I meet with the developers up front, and

20

then if the project is approved, now the project has

21

to go through this gauntlet of administrative

22

departments and agencies.

23

going through that aspect of the process.

24

why he's -- he handles more of the technical types

25

of issues like permitting, water availability, you

He assists the applicant
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1

know, road issues, unresolved infrastructure issues,

2

those things.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay, so he doesn't really get

involved in the duties under the Housing Division?

5

MS. LEE:

No .

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Could you just briefly give me a

7

description of what the Housing Division actually

8

does.

9

MS. LEE:

The Housing Division, as I mentioned earlier,

10

consists of six people.

11

the Administrator because he's trying to oversee the

12

Section 8 program, which is a $14 million program,

13

$14 million that we bring into the County every

14

single year and 4,000 people on the program.

15

when all of these applications come through, whether

16

it's housing, whether it's someone's building some

17

kind of facility, whether it's a house -- I mean not

18

a house, but a store or a shopping center, all of

19

these types of applications need to be reviewed by

20

somebody in that Division.

21

But you can't really count

So

EA's, EIS's, all of those types of reports

22

regarding projects have to be reviewed and comments

23

have to be made, and our Administrator is trying to

24

do it himself, which he's falling behind.

25

rest of the employees -- like we have a secretary,
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1

we have two people working on the HOME Program,

2

which is another Federal program, and we have one

3

person who's working on fair housing matters and

4

also follows up on buy back issues and concerns.
So that doesn't leave anybody else.

5

Oh, and

6

the new person -- the new person is developing our

7

Aging in Place Program all by himself.

8

doesn't leave anyone to help the Administrator, in

9

addition to his regular duties, review all of this

So that

10

flood of applications that come through.

11

pretty much his job, is to make sure that it's done,

12

that the review is done each and every application,

13

whether it's for an EA or EIS or whatever it is, we

14

have requests for comments on pump stations, on

15

everything that you can imagine, and so somebody has

16

to read all of this material and somebody has to

17

come up with a comment.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And that's

And so the Assistant Housing

19

Administrator would primarily be taking over that

20

responsibility?

21

MS. LEE:

The assistant will do everything.

Just like my

22

assistant does everything, their assistant will do

23

everything that needs to be done.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Any further
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questions for Ms. Lee on this request?

2

Members, if you do have any further questions

3

regarding this request, the Chair would request that

4

you pose those questions in writing, pass them on to

5

the Staff and we'll make sure that Ms. Lee receives

6

those questions and we'll ask her to respond as she

7

can.
Hearing no further questions, Ms. Lee, thank

8
9

10

Seeing none.

you very much for your presence this morning.

We

appreciate it.

11

MS. LEE:

Thank you.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Members, we're going to take a very brief

13

recess and we're going to make contact with the

14

Department of Personnel Services and have them come

15

forward for their discussion.

16

the recess, Ms. Morrison, do you have any comments?

17

MS. MORRISON:

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

And before I go into

No.
Seeing none.

Members, we're going to recess

till five-ish to 11:00.

We are in recess.

(Gavel) .

10:51 a.m.

20

RECESS:

21

RECONVENE:

22

CHAIR KANE:

11:00 a.m.

(Gavel).

Let's reconvene.

This morning,

23

Members, we're here with the Personnel Department,

24

and their request for EP increase of four positions.

25

And you can find the requests in that packet that
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was handed out earlier.

2

It starts on 12-2 and then, yeah, it's on Details

3

12-2 and your Program 14-7.

4

that was given to us, and at this time I'd like to

5

introduce Ms. Lynn Krieg, our Director, and Lance

6

Hiromoto, our Deputy here this morning.

9

We have that summary

So if we have any opening comments, Ms.

7

8

I believe it's in Details.

Krieg, we would appreciate that.
MS. KRIEG:

Okay.

Good morning, Chairman Kane and Members

10

of the Budget Committee.

11

opportunity to present a brief overview of the

12

Department of Personnel Services' proposed Fiscal

13

Year 2006 Budget request.

14

I will skip over our usual presentation of our

15

Department overview of our functions and just jump

16

directly into our request.

17

came before you with a request for an increase of

18

$154,217, and the bulk of the increase was projected

19

for overtime costs in the amount of $100,915, while

20

$38,296 was requested to establish two temporary

21

expansion positions, a Temporary Clerk Typist III

22

position and a Temporary Personnel Management

23

Specialist II position.

24
25

Thank you for this

In the interest of time,

Last year at this time I

Now, if you may recall I was asked more than
once whether I would not prefer to have these
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1

positions made permanent instead or if these two

2

temporary positions would be sufficient.

3

also recall that I responded, hold that thought.

4

There's always next year.

5

and I'm back.

6

four expansion positions.

7

positions that were approved last fiscal year will

8

expire after June 30th, 2005, and I'm requesting

9

$36,360 for 12-month funding of a Personnel

You may

Well, it has been a year

This year I'm asking to establish
The two temporary

10

Management Specialist II SR-20 position to be

11

established on a permanent basis.

12

requesting $24,888 for a Permanent Personnel Clerk I

13

SR-11 position to be established to replace the

14

existing Temporary Clerk Typist III SR 10.

15

Likewise, I am

In addition to replacing these temporary

16

positions with permanent positions, I'm asking for

17

$63,716 for two permanent expansion positions to

18

develop and coordinate a program to administer the

19

overall maintenance and upkeep of the HR payroll and

20

time and attendance system.

21

establishing an HR Payroll System Administrator

22

SR-24 position for 12 months and $19,424 will go

23

toward eight month's funding for Personnel

24

Technician I SR-15 position.

25

$44,292 will go toward

Justification for establishing the Personnel
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1

Management Specialist II as a permanent position in

2

the Department of Personnel Services is based on the

3

fact that the Department has not had an increase to

4

its staffing to handle normal program functions

5

since May 1993 when it received its last personnel

6

management specialist position.

7

those 12 years the County work force has grown from

8

1,989 employee positions in Fiscal Year 1993 to a

9

present high of 2,601 positions as of November 30th,

Over the course of

10

2004.

11

positions such as college student intern, temporary

12

law clerks, summer lifeguards, and the two to 300

13

summer PALS positions.

14

And this figure does not include seasonal

This is an increase of approximately 31

15

percent, which has impacted our Department in terms

16

of recruitment, position classification and

17

reclassifications, departmental reorganizations, et

18

cetera.

19

many personnel issues and programs have been added

20

to the Department's responsibilities that have

21

required additional staff attention.

22

the Family and Medical Leave Act, expanded drug

23

testing, UPW's sick leave patterns program, to name

24

a few.

25

the Department promulgate rules to establish a

In addition, over the course of the years

These include

More recently the Mayor has requested that
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1

Countywide leave sharing program which will need to

2

be administered by the Department.

3

The Temporary Personnel Management Specialist

4

position is currently filled and it is imperative

5

that the Department be allowed to establish a

6

permanent position in order to continue to deliver

7

services in a professional manner.

8

request for Permanent Personnel Clerk I is based on

9

the fact that the Department has not had an increase

10

to its clerical support staff since 1978, except for

11

one position in 1987 which was subsequently

12

transferred to the Department of Finance along with

13

the functions of the workers' compensation and

14

safety program.

15

Similarly, our

Over the course of those 26 years, the County

16

work force has grown by at least 62 percent.

17

available employee data only dates back to Fiscal

18

Year 1981 and shows an increase from 972 employee

19

positions in 1981 to 2,601 employee positions as of

20

November 30th, 2004.

21

also reflected in the increase in the number of

22

personnel transactions that have increased from

23

3,437 in 1981 to 5,418 in 2004, an increase of 37

24

percent.

25

Our

The impact of such growth is

We feel that an additional Personnel Clerk
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1

position is essential if we are to provide service

2

to our sister departments in a manner that is

3

expected.

4

position for three months, until the incumbent left

5

to take another position.

6

the position again about two months ago, but the

7

applicant found permanent employment.

8

convinced that we will be able to fill the position

9

if it is established as a permanent position.

We were able to fill the temporary

We came close to filling

We are

The other two expansion positions are being

10
11

requested to support the HR payroll and time and

12

attendance system.

13

an HR Payroll System Administrator, SR-24, which

14

will be responsible for the development and

15

coordination of a program to administer the overall

16

maintenance and upkeep of the system.

17

position is a Personnel Technician I, SR-15, which

18

will be responsible for responding to user questions

19

and trouble calls, creating and updating training

20

material such as manuals and doing presentations, et

21

cetera.

22

One position being requested is

The second

The decision to locate this team and the help

23

desk functions within the Department of Personnel

24

Services was a joint decision made by the Department

25

of Finance, MIS, and DPS.

The decision was based on
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1

a recognition of the fact that the assistance that

2

would be requested by departments and the

3

information that will be given would be driven by

4

understanding the various business processes that

5

affect the system and these business processes.

6

While they are related to payroll or MIS, will have

7

their roots in all personnel transactions,

8

therefore, an understanding of personnel issues will

9

be critical.

10

The total amount being requested for these

11

four expansion positions is $124,964, and although

12

there are other expenses being requested in this

13

budget, my understanding was that today's session

14

was to focus on expansion position requests, and as

15

such I will limit my presentation to these expansion

16

positions but will entertain any other questions

17

that the Chair may have.

18

So in closing, I would just like to share

19

with you my feeling that if the Department of

20

Personnel Services is to function at an optimal

21

level and provide adequate services to the

22

departments, we must establish all four of these

23

expansion positions.

24

currently being affected by the increased work flow

25

as well as the lack of work space.

Our daily work operations are

We experience a
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1

lot of down time whenever staff is required to fly

2

off island to administer exams.

3

have lost the use of our exam room we are

4

experiencing down time on a regular basis because we

5

have to send staff to the War Memorial conference

6

room or elsewhere to administer exams.

And now that we

Today, for example, some of my professional

7

8

staff are manning front desk reception duties while

9

support staff administer police promotional exams on

10

Molokai, Lanai, and here on Maui, and my clerical

11

supervisor is attending a EUTF open enrollment

12

briefing.

13

Specialist and Personnel Clerk would help to ease

14

the burden.

15

the HR payroll system are critical.

16

have these positions, the functions will need to be

17

performed by the existing positions and ongoing

18

service will be further curtailed.

The two positions being requested for
If we do not

With that, I will conclude my presentation

19

20

An additional Personnel Management

and entertain any questions the Chair may have.

21

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Members, as Ms. Krieg stated,

22

today

23

request, because what we will be doing tomorrow,

24

instead of having -- which we initially scheduled

25

the Mayor and Managing Director for operations, they

today's discussion is limited to the EP
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were unable to attend tomorrow, so instead we have

2

scheduled Ms. Krieg and the department to be here

3

tomorrow to discuss re-allocations as well as the

4

hiring process that many of you had questions about.

5

So we will defer that -- those components of

6

discussion till tomorrow.

7

So if you can, please, again, limit your

8

questions to Ms. Krieg and her department to the

9

four requests.

And again, you do have your handout

10

sheets that provide the position descriptions, the

11

justification for the request, the length of

12

funding, 12 months, since some of these cases, which

13

I think she explained rather clearly, and as well as

14

the status of the current vacancies, which there's

15

only one, which has no bearing according to

16

Ms. Krieg.

17

Ms. Johnson, you have the floor,

18

Ms. Tavares.

19

So we'll go ahead and open up.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

followed by

Thank you very much, Lynn, for

20

going over that with us.

One of the questions that

21

comes to mind and -- is the space.

22

these four positions, I know that two of them are

23

like already filled, so that I understand, but any

24

expansion of these positions, where will they be

25

housed?

When you get
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MS. KRIEG:

We'll make room.

Even if we have to convert

2

our conference room space, if we have to move some

3

of our storage into the hallway, but we have to have

4

the positions.

5

that both of the temporary positions are not

6

currently filled.

Like I said -

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

MS. KRIEG:

9

and I'll correct you

Oh, they are not.

The Clerk position is vacant at the moment.

But we do have a space for the Clerk position.

The

10

two expansion positions that are specifically for

11

the HR project, we have to have these positions,

12

like I said.

13

work still will need to be done and it will have to

14

be assumed by the staff that we already have.

15

far as housing the positions, we have to make space

16

for the positions.

17

been down to our office lately.

18

literally sitting on top of one another, but if we

19

have to -- like I said, if we have to convert some

20

of the conference room -- the current conference

21

room space into office space, we'll do that.

22

have to take some of the space that we're currently

23

using for storage and move some of the storage file

24

cabinets out into the hallway, Fire's not listening,

25

maybe we can do that, or, you know, even look for

If we don't get these positions, the

As

I don't know if any of you have
We're sitting
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rental for storage.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

That's my only, you know,

3

real concern about where you're going to physically

4

put these bodies.

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, thank you very much.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
Ms. Krieg, presently

7

you have people working on the HR system, so that's

8

your regular staff?

9
10
11

12

MS. KRIEG:

Right.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

How much of their time do you

think is being spent on the HR payroll system?
MS. KRIEG:

I have one specialist devoted full-time to the

13

HR system, and that's Dave Underwood.

14

another person 50 percent working on the system.

15

The rest of my staff, as the assignments come, are

16

working on the system and the overflow work goes to

17

the positions that were created for temporary basis

18

or are done on overtime basis.

19

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. KRIEG:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MS. KRIEG:

25

Is

your specialist

position, is one enough

21

24

Okay.

I have

No.

No.

given your workload?

For a normal

I assume you're asking

for the normal work -COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, the normal workload.
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1

MS. KRIEG:

No.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So it will be up to us as we

3

discuss your operations tomorrow to figure out

4

whether we should increase this number?

5

MS. KRIEG:

Right.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MS. KRIEG:

Yes.

Or not?

If your question is can I use more, yes,

8

I can.

9

going to ask for more positions if I can't house

10

11

Why have I not asked for more?

I'm not

them.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh, okay.

And, Mr. Chairman, I

12

think the rest of the questions would be pertaining

13

to their operations, so I won't ask.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.
And before I recognize the next

17

person, if -- just for clarification, I know you're

18

listing the Clerk Typist III position as vacant,

19

where is that identified in your Details to us on

20

your Details are on 12 2, and there isn't a listing

21

there.

22

position is that you're referencing as a Clerk

23

Typist III under your administration or your A

24

budget?

25

MS. KRIEG:

So just to help us understand which

On page 12-2, the Clerk Typist -- the
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1

Temporary Clerk Typist III position, instead we're

2

asking for an expansion Personnel Clerk I.

3

original request the last fiscal year was for a

4

Clerk Typist III simply to handle work overflow as a

5

result of the HR project.

6

a permanent position, we're going to expect the

7

position to assume more complex work assignments.

8

So we're asking for a higher level Personnel Clerk.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Our

Now that we're asking for

So that Clerk Typist III position doesn't

10

show up under the listing there, and it's supposed

11

to be like that, where it doesn't show up?

12

that -- that's the LTA?

13

MS. KRIEG:

14

CHAIR KANE:

16

Right.
Okay.

I just wanted to make -- okay.

Members, questions?

15

Is

clarity for that.

Okay.

Chair just wanted to get

Mr. Molina.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

Chairman.

19

your earlier question in terms of I guess the

20

Payroll Administrator, so this

21

position will I guess free up your existing staff to

22

do other duties as well, and I guess in terms of

23

efficiency, you know, basically what other

24

efficiencies can we expect?

25

MS. KRIEG:

Yeah, thank you.

Thank you,

Just one question, just as a follow-up to

this proposed

Actually, the two positions that are being
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requested, the HR Payroll System Administrator and

2

the Personnel Technician will be performing new

3

functions that are not currently being performed

4

right now.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

MS. KRIEG:

And those new functions --

This is to create the -- I guess the most

7

simple explanation for all of you to understand is

8

after -- after the HR payroll system is brought on

9

board, and especially when it's fully functioning,

10

and even as it's brought on board and the users

11

begin to use it, we anticipate needing to establish

12

a help desk, and so that is what these two positions

13

are being established for, to establish the help

14

desk component.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

17

for Ms. Krieg?

18

any other questions that may be generated to

19

specific to this -- these four EP count increase

20

requests, you can pose them in writing to our Staff

21

and we'll pass that on.

22
23
24
25

Hearing none.

Any further questions
Members, if there are

Hearing no further questions, Ms. Krieg,
we'll see you folks tomorrow in the a.m.
Mr. Hiromoto, thank you very much for being
here this morning.
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Members, we're just going to take a --

1

2

MS. KRIEG:

3

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.
Yes, any further questions?

Hearing none.

4

We're going to take a couple of minute recess and

5

we'll allow Planning to come down and we'll get

6

prepared for Planning.

7

until 11:20-ish.

8

RECESS:

9

RECONVENE:

10

Okay, we're in recess for

(Gavel) .

11:19 a.m.
11:23 a.m.

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel).

Okay, let's reconvene, Members.

11

With us this morning we have both the Director and

12

Deputy Director of the Department of Planning,

13

Mr. Foley and Mr. Boteilho.

14

gentlemen.

15

MR. BOTEILHO:

16

MR. FOLEY:

17

CHAIR KANE:

18

Good morning,

Good morning.

Good morning.
Thank you for being with us this morning.
Members, just as a matter of reference,

19

Department of Planning's information for the

20

expansion positions, a total of three, will be

21

located on your Details 13-4 and your Program 15 11,

22

as well, as in their packet that was distributed

23

this morning you have the breakdown from Deputy

24

Director Boteilho.

25

response that was received earlier regarding the

Also of note, Members, in the
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1

current list of vacancies, Department of Planning,

2

we do have a IV, a V, and a VI Planner that's

3

currently vacant as referenced in our response from

4

the -- from Ms. Morrison, the Budget Director.
With that, the Chair already provide

5

6

Mr. Foley an opportunity to provide opening comment,

7

as well as if you'd like, you can jump right into

8

the specific requests and maybe summarize going

9

through the justifications and the position

10
11

descriptions.
MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Foley.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

rst of all, I

12

appreciate the opportunity to appear before the

13

Committee and answer any questions that you have

14

regarding the Planning Department's budget.

15

say by way of introduction that we are experiencing

16

unprecedented activity in all three divisions, in

17

Long-Range Planning, Current Planning, and Zoning

18

Enforcement.

19

request this year is very modest, significantly less

20

than it has been in the previous two years.

I'll

We are extremely busy and our budget

21

We ask -- Chairman Kane just mentioned we do

22

have five vacant positions, but one of them will be

23

filled this Friday and we expect another one of them

24

to be filled within the next couple of weeks.

25

in the final throws of interviewing, and so I'm
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1

going to ask Wayne Boteilho to make a more detailed

2

presentation of our request and then both of us will

3

be available to answer any questions that you have.

4

John Summers has also joined us, who's the

5

supervisor of the Long-range Planning Division in

6

case you have any of questions for John about the

7

Redevelopment Agency or the Long-range Planning

8

Division.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Foley.

10

Before you start, Mr. Boteilho, as noted in

11

my opening comments as well, Members, the response

12

from Ms. Morrison regarding the current vacancies

13

are reflecting three.

14

his explanation for why two aren't there.

15

they're anticipating their hirings within the next

16

couple of weeks of two, so just so we have that

17

clear and that five and three and we have that

18

justification.

21

I guess

Thank you, Mr. Foley, for being clear on

19

20

Mr. Foley just said five with

that.
MR. BOTEILHO:

Mr. Boteilho.
Okay, thank you, Mr. Chair and Members of

22

the Budget and Finance Committee.

This fiscal year

23

we were granted eight expansion positions.

24

we have filled six of those eight positions.

25

are two new Planners in the Current Planning
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1

Division, two new Planners in the Long-range

2

Division, and a new Plans Examiner and a Plans

3

Technician in the Zoning Administration and

4

Enforcement Division.

5

Analyst VI, currently being recruited with the last

6

day to file applications being March 29th.

7

eighth position is a Plans Technician which was

8

recruited for in September of last year.

9

received two applicants, both were interviewed, and

10
11

The seventh position is a GIS

The

We

one was hired.
On top of that we have four more vacancies.

12

However, a Planner VI in the Current Planning

13

Division and a Planner VI in the Long-Range Division

14

are virtually filled, since we are currently

15

conducting interviews.

16

vacancies.

17

This leaves two more

The first is a planner IV in the Current

18

Planning Division, which we -- which we recruited

19

for this in January.

20

person then applied for a Planner V position, made

21

the list, and was promoted.

22

V position -

23

the second is a Planner V position in the Current

24

Planning Division.

25

V's every six months since July 2003, but we have

A person was hired.

excuse me.

This

The second is a Planner

The second is a

yeah,

We have recruited for Planner
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1

experienced difficulty in recruiting qualified

2

Planner V's.

3

a continuous recruitment for Planner V's and Planner

4

IV'st where appointment may be made at any rates

5

within the salary range and State residency

6

requirement has been waived.

With the help of DPS t we have started

Through the Budget Director we have submitted

7
8

a justification memorandum for our three expansion

9

positions dated March 28 t 2005 t and we are available

10

11

to answer any questions you may have.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Deputy.
Members, we'll go ahead and open it up.

12

13

14
15

Thank you.

Member Tavares t you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes

t

thank you.

It's good to hear

that the residency requirement has been waived.

16

MR. FOLEY:

Just for two positions.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Just for the two positions?

18

think that will help immensely.

19

positions you have t the position you have as an

20

Administrative Assistant II described here

21

performing those duties now?

22

MR. FOLEY:

I

Aside from the

t

who is

The duties are performed by a variety of

23

people.

Some of them are performed by my secretary

24

and some of them are performed by Wayne and some of

25

them are performed by another one of our clerical
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1

people t but it really isn't efficient for them to be

2

performed by Wayne or my secretarYt and it would be

3

far more efficient to have someone assigned to be

4

the office manager.

5
6

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

an Administrative Assistant or -MR. FOLEY:

Not to my knowledge.

8

There are

9

position.

10

Was there someone before that was

Not in this Department.

a number of other departments have this

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

My other question was about

11

your Planner V that's under the Urban Renewal t in

12

parentheses.

13

MR. FOLEY:

What is that?

This is in response to a court request from

14

the Redevelopment Agency for a Planner that would be

15

specifically signed to redevelopment projects

16

primarily in Wailuku.

17

Lahaina -- from the Lahaina Town Action Committee

18

and Lahaina Restoration Society for a Historic

19

District Officer.

20

it will probably be necessary to give them 50

21

percent Redevelopment Agency and 50 percent Lahaina.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We also had a request from

So if this Planner is approved t

So would this -- in connection

23

with the Redevelopment AgencYt for example t would

24

this person be the representative on the MRA for the

25

Planning Department or is it to process their
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2

requests?
MR. FOLEY:

It would be our staff assistance to the

3

Redevelopment Agency.

That previously was done by

4

the Administrative Planning Officer, but it's really

5

not an appropriate function for the Administrative

6

Planning Officer.

7

revisions to the County Code and Planning Commission

8

rules, but John Summers previously staffed the

9

Redevelopment Agency and Joe Alueta staffs the

They're supposed to be preparing

10

Redevelopment Agency now, but we -- this is the

11

second year that I know of that the Redevelopment

12

Agency has asked for a Planner.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair, I think we'll probably

14

get into this discussion more when the MRA

15

discussion takes place, on whatever that day that's

16

going to be scheduled.

17

might suspect, that -- requests for a half-time, at

18

least, Molokai Planner that is not in your request

19

here.

Have you considered that?

20

MR. FOLEY:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

MR. FOLEY:

23
24
25

We heard in Molokai, as you

It was
I mean we --

It was in our request.

We asked for a Planner

to be assigned to Molokai and Lanai.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh, okay.

I'm sorry if I'm

monopolizing this a little bit.
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1

CHAIR KANE:

You're doing fine.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

MR. FOLEY:

I have one more question.

You're doing fine.
I should add that this is a repeated request

5

from Molokai.

6

more assistance in Molokai, and it's certainly

7

justified.

8

and we -- we staff, you know, both Planning

9

Commissions in addition to the Maui Planning

10

11

We've been. asked year after year for

And we do have regular activity on Lanai

Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

My other question is the -- I will

12

be in the Planning Committee taking up the vacation

13

rental issue.

14

sufficient people to do zoning enforcement.

15

what -- right now you have, what, three Zoning

16

Inspectors?

17
18

MR. FOLEY:

My concern is that we don't have
So

Well, we have one off -- that's been off on

nine months for medical leave from a bad accident.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MR. FOLEY:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So we basically have two.

Yeah.
And I guess it's because the

22

community has such a defeat us attitude about when

23

they report things and then nothing is done.

24

that's like the favorite mantra, nothing's done.

25

called the Department.

Nothing's done.
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1

you propose to beef this up?

2

into this vacation rental stuff, you're going to get

3

tons of calls about illegal vacation rentals.

4

are you going to handle that?

5

MR. FOLEY:

Because once we get

How

Well, if the legislation occurs that requires

6

us to process hundreds of applications for vacation

7

rentals and to enforce hundreds of complaints about

8

vacation rentals, we're either going to have to ask

9

for staff to do that or we're going to respond very

10

slowly, because we're not dealing with vacation

11

rentals now, except on a -- where we receive serious

12

complaints about usually noise and traffic.

13

that they exist, but it has to be a complaint about

14

a nuisance.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Right.

How backed up are your

16

two -- the two that are working now as far as

17

investigating zoning compliance complaints?

18

MR. FOLEY:

Not

Well, they work overtime and they're backed

19

up.

We did hire an additional Zoning Inspector but

20

he transferred to the Building Department and became

21

a Building Inspector.

22

job.

23

and it pays very poorly, so it's difficult to fill.

24

Last time I think we had two applicants and we had

25

two jobs.

It's a much more peaceful

Zoning Inspector is an extremely difficult job

We hired one of them and then he left to
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become a Building Inspector.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR KANE:

Is there an existing list?

Let me interject real fast.
Okay.

I know you want to get into the zoning part.

6

I want to stick -- again, we have the four requests

7

before us.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR KANE:

10

And if you want to get into operations, we

were going to have another opportunity --

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

apologize.

13

Oh, okay.

CHAIR KANE:

Oh, that's right.

I'm sorry, I

-- to bring Planning forward.

So I'd like

again, we'll limit our discussion today to the

14

to

15

EP request and operations will have another

16

opportunity so we can focus --

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

-- in on those things.

So, again, Members,

19

please don't get mad at me if I try to bring you

20

back in, yeah.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

away.

23

CHAIR KANE:

No, I apologize.

I got carried

But we're trying to get the focus so it makes

24

it easier for us to get the work done.

25

Tavares, any further questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, 11m sorry I got off the

track.

3

CHAIR KANE:

No, no problem.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So getting back to the Planner V

5

for the General Plan, will the inclusion of this

6

Planner help shorten the time to get the General

7

Plan to the Council?

8
9

10

MR. FOLEY:

It will enable us to meet the deadlines.

It

will help us ensure that we meet the schedule.

It

wonlt get it here faster, no.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MR. FOLEY:

Okay.

This is an anticipated increase that is part

13

of the plan to keep us on the schedule.

14

welre within weeks of hiring the Planner VI for the

15

General Plan, we hope.

16

recruitment for the General Plan Planner VI.

17
18

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you, Member Tavares.

20

questions, Members?

21

Mr. Molina.

22

This is our third

We can discuss that on the

operations part too.
CHAIR KANE:

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We think

Further

Mr. Hokama, followed by

Thank you, Chair.

lId like to go to

23

the Planner V Urban Renewal.

I am, I guess, one of

24

the biggest critics of the MRA and their -- and I

25

would like to -- 1111 start off before I can ask the
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1

question, is that it continually appears that the

2

agency, instead of being what it needs to be by

3

State statute, it's handled in a manner that

4

continues to be a subdivision of Planning

5

Department.

6

half-time, I think we're going about it

7

ask you this.

8

forward by working from the bottom of a structure

9

than taking care of the top of the structure to

10

determine the needs of its agency and then fill

11

those slots?

12

MR. FOLEY:

let me

How do you foresee moving the agency

Well, the request before you is for a half of

13

a Planner V.

14

entire --

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. FOLEY:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

And even with this request of

Our initial request was for an

Position.

-- position.
As well as an entire position for the

Historic Preservation Officer, Mr. Foley?

19

MR. FOLEY:

Yes.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Has the Department ever

21

approached this instead of a Planner V position, to

22

consider what Council has pushed from 2002 to get

23

Executive Director squared away and help develop the

24

agency's requirements to perform as -- and not

25

shouldn't say anticipated, as I would expect that
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1

agency to perform.

2

Look at the Central Pacific Bank issue that we got

3

to deal with in Public Works.

4

MR. FOLEY:

Obviously we've had problems.

Mr. Hokama, my recollection is that that issue

5

was discussed last year.

There was testimony from

6

the agency asking for an Executive Director.

7

recommendation was that a full-time Planner be

8

approved last year.

9

approve an Executive Director or a Planner, so we're

Our

The Council took no action to

10

still dealing with very low support to the

11

Redevelopment Agency.

12

best we can, but they're one of the 12 committees,

13

commissions, boards that we staff.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean, we support them the

You know, we had testimony from

15

Mr. Poelman, one of the agency members currently,

16

and I will not assume the level of his understanding

17

of State law or what Council enacted to create such

18

an agency.

19

Planner, which in your proposal is just half time,

20

the agency has great authority, including the

21

ability to raise their own revenue to pay for their

22

own requirements.

23

the agency as an approach of how to get them off

24

this rock that for me is unacceptable?

25

folks helped them to understand the parameters of

But positions such as the Redevelopment

Has that ever been brought up to
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authority that they have, including financing?
MR. FOLEY:

I'd like John Summers to respond to that

3

question, because I believe he's had that

4

conversation with the MRA.

5
6

7

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Summers.

If you can, please

identify yourself for the record.
MR. SUMMERS:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, Members of the

8

Committee.

My name is John Summers.

I'm the

9

Planning Program Administrator for the Long-Range

10

Planning Division, and the question brought forward

11

by Councilmember Hokama's a very good one, the issue

12

of self sufficiency and funding for the agency.

13

of the critical projects that the agency would like

14

to pursue is the establishment of a business

15

improvement district ordinance, which would provide

16

that kind of funding that Councilmember Hokama has

17

suggested.

18

some additional support in the form of staff

19

assistance, because that's going to be a very

20

complex ordinance to develop.

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

One

To do that effectively we would need

So, again, to bring it back to this

22

position of your request, how much understanding is

23

those five agency members have regarding their

24

ability and authority to perform on the law?

25

MR. SUMMERS:

Well, we do discuss -- we have orientation
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meetings.

We do review HRS-53, which is the

2

enabling State statute, provides the power and

3

authority for the members.

4

deal of insight and work with the agency so they do

5

understand their powers and duties and they do have

6

a lot of power and duty under that particular

7

statute, but the real problem, in order to exercise

8

some of those authorities is having sufficient

9

revenue, having sufficient staff support.

So we do provide a great

Right now

10

we have five volunteer members on the agency, and

11

they're doing the best they can do with the staff

12
13
14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's not good enough.

I'm telling

you, it's not good enough.
MR. SUMMERS:

That's why we would like to ramp it up and

15

really put this thing in motion.

We've been able to

16

accomplish some important projects in the last few

17

years that did not require large sums of County

18

funding, but the projects going forward that are

19

left in the MRA plan, which was adopted in 2000, do

20

require additional funding and additional work.

21

agency historically has discussed the issue of

22

Executive Director versus Staff Planner position,

23

and we had a discussion and we had a vote as to

24

whether one or the other would be more beneficial

25

for this budget, and the agency voted to move
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forward with the Staff Planner position, figuring

2

that a more conservative, cost effective approach at

3

this time may make better sense.

4

come to fruition, such as the municipal parking

5

structure, then it may very well make sense to move

6

forward with something like an Executive Director

7

for the agency.

8
9

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

If larger projects

And I bring up this position,

Mr. Summers, with all respect to your comments,

is

10

because you guys continue to move in this philosophy

11

and you bring up that project of the Wailuku

12

municipal parking lot project, which Council

13

continually has informed Planning Department and the

14

agency that what you guys continue to present is not

15

acceptable to us, and that year after year you give

16

us the same project that we're going to deny again.

17

You guys just don't get it.

18

Council's comments of what we expect from the

19

municipal parking lot project.

20

You don't listen to

The stubbornness is going to continually

21

hinder the progress of the project to move forward,

22

and it is not a Planner that's going to make it

23

happen, not one at half-time

24

shared with Lahaina.

25

specific needs to enforce the historic district,

that's got to be

Lahaina has its own strong
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1

okay, and we have proposals on how to fund that

2

position also, okay.

3

Finance Department.

And we've talked about it with

But this kind of I would say not well thought

4

5

out position request from us -- specifically when

6

you have three current vacancies and you show us in

7

the details your continued use of re-allocations to

8

change what you request from us to what you actually

9

do in your operations continuous to frustrate me.

10

And I would hope that you guys would listen to

11

Council's and this Committee member's comments on

12

how to achieve it so we can move things forward.

13

Unless there's a change, I'm going to tell you now,

14

I for one will not support this kind of request.

15

Thank you.

16
17

18

CHAIR KANE:

21

Members, questions?

Member

Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Summers, how much of your time is spent

19

20

Thank you.

on the Maui Redevelopment Agency's work?
MR. SUMMERS:

At this particular point in time, very

22

little.

23

responsibilities on the General Plan update, so my

24

role is diminishing.

25

I've been phasing out to fill my

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But previous to that how much of
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your time was spent?
MR. SUMMERS:

I would say at the peak in the years 2000,

2001 probably 50 to 60 percent.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you.

And just to clarify, Member Anderson's

6

Mr. Foley, I think you noted -- or Mr. Boteilho

7

noted that currently Mr. Alueta is staffing the MRA?

8

Can you clarify if that's correct and how much of

9

his time is being dedicated to MRA, if you're able

10

to, and if you're not, then we can get a response in

11

writing.

12

MR. FOLEY:

I would say Mr. Alueta's time being spent on

13

the agency is between 10 and 20 percent right now.

14

It varies depending on, you know, the scheduling of

15

meetings and also which projects are being

16

implemented.

17

coming year for work on implementing a project on

18

Main Street.

19
20
21

CHAIR KANE:

We have money in the budget this

Okay, thank you.

Any further questions?

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

You know your

22

proposed request for the three positions, will the

23

Department I guess adequately address its goal of

24

meeting the -- I guess the needs of the four-year

25

strategic plan that you have or are we looking at
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more hirings down the future?
MR. BOTEILHO:

I would say that -

Mr. Chair, I would say

3

that it would be a major step toward it.

4

we have 54 people.

5

always thought that at a minimum we needed 60 people

6

just to do the work that we have, not including

7

quality.

8

that goal.

9

three or four more people.

10

Right now

This would bring us up to 57.

I

But, yeah, so it would be a step towards
We can see next year maybe a request of

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And as a follow-up to that General

11

Plan issue I guess -

12

there's an additional 80,000 in professional

13

services for the General Plan.

14

relation to the hiring of this Planner V for the

15

General Plan?

16

MR. FOLEY:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

MR. FOLEY:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I note that in the Details

I guess that's in

No.
That's totally --

No, that's consultant money.
Consultant money, okay.

And with

20

regards to meeting the deadline of the General Plan,

21

if you don't meet that deadline, what is I guess

22

your plan B?

23

position if you don't meet it?

24

mentioned earlier in your comments to Member Tavares

25

that the hiring of this position is just to meet

will you come to us for an additional
Because I know you
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that prescribed deadline of the General Plan.
MR. FOLEY:

I guess it's a little hard to respond to your

3

question because the General Plan process is very

4

complicated and there are inevitably unforeseen

5

circumstances that occur.

6

the new Planner VI and this Planner V to be hired

7

and to keep us on schedule with our consultant team.

8

It's -

9

help next year.

At this time we expect

and we will undoubtedly request additional
And remember that after we finish

10

the General plan two and a half years from now we

11

have nine Community Plans to deal with.

12

So I guess all I can say is that at this time

13

we expect these two new positions, one funded and

14

one requested, to keep us on schedule.

15

unforeseen happens that is not related to the

16

General Plan, like a tremendous new effort on

17

transient vacation rentals, then all bets are off.

18

We'll be back saying, you know, we really can't do

19

this with our existing staff.

20

right now because of the economy is extremely

21

overloaded.

22

very stressed.

23

50 applications and we don't see that abating.

24

see large projects on the horizon.

25

do the best we can to anticipate what's going to

If something

We are -- everybody

We're working overtime.

We're working

The Planners are each handling 40 to
We

So, you know, we
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happen and we plan to stay on the general plan

2

schedule with these two additions.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

4

Chairman.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

Thank you,

Any further

6

questions, Members, regarding the EP count request?

7

Mr. Mateo.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you very much.

And

you can rule me out of order any time you want,

10

because I just want to ask the Planning Department

11

how will these three positions benefit the total

12

County instead of Maui island?

13

consideration the question asked by Member Tavares

14

regarding Molokai's planning request for almost a

15

decade.

16

V Urban Renewal request where it will help service

17

the MRA as well as perhaps considerations with the

18

Lahaina Historic District, but these are districts.

19

I'm talking an island.

20

transition that has, one, difficulty in dealing with

21

the Planning Department, two, difficulty in getting

22

services from the Department

23

just getting basic information from the Department.

24

How does this help my island as part of Maui County?

25

MR. FOLEY:

Take into

You know, I can take a look at your Planner

I'm talking an island in

I

three

l

difficulty in

Mr. Mateo, I share your frustration.
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1

Planner V that will be working on the General Plan

2

would work on Molokai as well as on Lanai and Maui.

3

The -- and a little bit of increased deficiency

4

provided by the Administrative Assistant, you know,

5

also might translate into help for Molokai.

6

Planner V would be split between basically Wailuku

7

and Lahaina, would be of no benefit to you, except

8

to relieve work that's being done by other people

9

now.

The

I know that doesn't satisfy you, and we did

10

we did receive a request, as you know, from the

11

Molokai Planning Commission for a Planner to be

12

split between Molokai and Lanai.

13

MR. BOTEILHO:

And if I may -- if I may add, Mr. Chair, I

14

am the Department's Molokai point man, and I think

15

if we have the Administrative Assistant, that would

16

free me from a lot of day-to-day management and I

17

can put more effort into Molokai, you know.

18

know/ I get asked to help various community groups,

19

and I like to do more, but sometimes I just don't

20

have the time.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

As you

Thank you very much, Mr. Boteilho,

22

you know, I appreciate that, because I'm very aware

23

of the services that you're providing, especially in

24

the east end community of Molokai, but that's what

25

we're talking about, exactly what we're talking
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1

about, the need to get services when the services

2

need -- needed versus when time is available to

3

service that island.

4

We're receiving services based on time availability

5

versus the need to help us plan accordingly.

6

you, Chairman.

7
8

9

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And that's my whole premise.

Thank

Any further questions?

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Foley, the Planner V position -- excuse

10
11

me -- that is meant to be split I guess between

12

Lahaina and Wailuku, it's my understanding that the

13

Cultural Resources Commission are asking for an

14

Enforcement Officer, Historic District Enforcement

15

Officer, so how can this Planner function as an

16

enforcement person like a Zoning Inspector?

17
18

19

CHAIR KANE:

Mr. Foley, if you're unable to respond, you

can always provide a written response.
MR. FOLEY:

Well, no, I'm just trying to find a diplomatic

20

way to say this.

We asked for a Zoning Inspector

21

Supervisor, but it's not recommended to you by the

22

Mayor.

23

Planner V and that's -- that's

24

recommended.

25

to what you're saying with a higher level of

We asked for a Historic District Officer
- half of that is

So all I can say is that we responded
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1

request.

We asked for six positions and we're

2

before you with three.
If we have this planner V approved to half

3
4

Wailuku and half Lahaina, some of their

5

responsibility will be to work with our enforcement

6

people on the historic district enforcement, but it

7

obviously won't be much higher level of response

8

than we have now.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So what would they do?

If

10

they're not going to go out there and enforce

11

historic district regulations, what would they

12

actually do?

13

MR. FOLEY:

Well, they would help process applications in

14

Lahaina.

15

continuously.

16
17

18
19

We have a lot of activity in Lahaina

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, that's not really solving

the problem, is it?
MR. FOLEY:

No, that's why we asked for another

enforcement person.

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

21

MR. BOTEILHO:

Thank you.

Well, if I may add, Mr. Chair, while this

22

person -- yeah, we've been offered to have office

23

space in the Lahaina Courthouse, our person could be

24

there, walk around the town, get to know all the

25

businesses.

They could educate the businesses on
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1

the rules and regulations, so that would help with

2

enforcement.

3

there's any violations, then report them to the

4

Zoning Inspectors.

5

CHAIR KANE:

The person could also just observe if

Mr. Boteilho, you're referring to if there

6

was a Zoning Inspector that you folks made a request

7

for, that's the role?

8
9

10

11
12
13
14

MR. BOTEILHO:

No, for the Urban Renewal Planner, if they

were to service the Lahaina Historic District, they
could do things as I had mentioned.
CHAIR KANE:
half MR. BOTEILHO:

As presented with it being a half time
50 percent of their time dedicated to that?

It would be better full time, but 50

percent, at least it's something.

15

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Anderson.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Mr. Chair, this doesn't really

17

address the problem because there are plenty of

18

people over there who already know what the historic

19

district zoning regulations are and how they're

20

being violated.

21

to corne out there and enforce it.

22

gotten a supervisor -

23

would this have been able to increase the

24

effectiveness of the Zoning Inspectors that are

25

currently on the job?

What they're asking for is someone
And so if you had

a Zoning Supervisor, how
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1

CHAIR KANE:

2

MR. FOLEY:

Mr. Foley.
Well, it would increase our capability by 33

3

percent.

4

hopefully that person off on medical leave will be

5

back this summer and we'll be back up to four, but,

6

you know, we're dealing with two Zoning Inspectors.

7

We'd have three instead of two, and

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And I have to say, Mr. Chair,

8

that the bulk of our complaints of people who are

9

upset with the County is because they don't get any

10

response when they complain about zoning violations.

11

So I think this is a big area that we need to

12

improve on, and I don't see this -

13

position in Lahaina, I mean it might be a good PR

14

position, but, you know, we've already got plenty of

15

people over there to do PRo

16

to say at this time.

17

CHAIR KANE:

this half-time

So that's all I'm going

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Any further

18

questions for the Planning Department regarding the

19

four positions -- or, excuse me, three positions

20

Members?

21

response letter on the positions.

22

Department of Planning did note a total of seven --

23

seven vacant positions, not the three that I listed.

24

I'm sorry about that.

25

can, I'd appreciate your response to clarify.

And the Chair's apology regarding the
I note that the

And so, Mr. Foley, if you
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1

two positions, the one that -- one just hired and

2

the one in two weeks that you folks are

3

anticipating, is it part of the list that you folks

4

have, and can you identify specifically which ones

5

those are?

6

MR. FOLEY:

You need me to clarify my question?

The one that's starting Friday is a Plans

7

Examiner, Plans Technician.

8

minute.

9
10

CHAIR KANE:

That's under the Zoning Administration

Enforcement?

11

MR. FOLEY:

12

MR. BOTEILHO:

13

MR. FOLEY:

Yeah, that's

Second to the last one.

far right column.

15

which is Friday.

17

CHAIR KANE:

MR. FOLEY:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

MR. FOLEY:

21

CHAIR KANE:

There's April 1st starting date,

And that's the Land Use and Building Plans

Right.
Which is showing two vacant positions.
Right.
So one of them is going to be filled this

Friday, you're anticipating?

23

MR. FOLEY:

24

CHAIR KANE:

25

It's listed on the

Technician.

18

22

that's an enforcement.

So second to the last.

14

16

Let's see, wait a

Yes.
And then the one in two weeks is specifically

which current --
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2

MR. FOLEY:

second from the top.

3

CHAIR KANE:

4

MR. FOLEY:

5

6
7

Hopefully the Planner VI in Long-Range, the

Planner VI.
And hopefully the Planner VI in Current, but

then weIll have a Planner V Vacancy.
CHAIR KANE:

clarification.
Members, any more questions?

8
9

Okay, thank you very much for that

Hearing none.

If you do have any further questions, Members, if

10

you can, please pose them in writing, send them to

11

Staff, and weIll get those questions sent over to

12

the Planning Department for their response.

13

Mr. Foley, Mr. Boteilho, Mr. Summers, thank you very

14

much --

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Excuse me.

-- for being here.

Ms. Anderson.

Sorry, I had one other question

18

that I wanted to ask.

19

requirement being waived, how did that happen?

20

MR. BOTEILHO:

Regarding the residency

We had to -- well, we went to several

21

recruitments for the Planner VI, Planner VIS and we

22

were unable to find applicants that we could hire.

23

I guess at that point after you get to about three

24

and then the DPS will seriously consider waiving the

25

State residency requirement.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
for that?

3

MR. BOTEILHO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

6
7

Is there some kind of authority

Yes.
Is it County Code authority,

State statute, what is it?
MR. BOTEILHO:

I believe it's -- yeah, it's the Civil

Service rules.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay, thank you.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Any further questions, Members?

Thank you.

10

Again, if you can send them in writing, the Chair

11

would appreciate that.

12

Members, we have one meeting -- one more Department

13

to deal with this afternoon, that's Department of

14

Public Works, and if you'll note we have I believe a

15

total of eleven positions as far as expansion, three

16

in the general, two -- four in Highways, and four in

17

Solid Waste.

18

anticipate from 1:30 to approximately 3:00 o'clock.

19

We will be anticipating an adjournment at around

20

3:00 so that you can take care of your personal

21

needs and your transportation needs to get to Paia

22

promptly at 6:00 o'clock.

23
24
25

We're at five after 12:00.

And so this afternoon's schedule we

So with that, Mr. Foley and your Department,
thank you very much for being here.
Members, this Committee will stand in recess
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1

still 1:40.

2

reconvene.

Members/ 1:40 is when we will
Recess.

(Gavel).

12: 04 p.m.

3

RECESS:

4

RECONVENE:

5

CHAIR KANE:

1: 42 p.m.

(Gavel).

will the Council's Budget and

6

Finance Committee meeting for March 30th/ 2005/ this

7

is the afternoon session.

8

afternoon we have all members/ and Member Johnson is

9

excused/ and I think she's on her way.

In attendance this

10

that/ all members are present.

11

Members.

12

Other than

And thank you/

The intention of the Chair/ again/ this

13

afternoon is that we're going to try and wrap it up

14

at around 3:00 o'clock/ give or take/ and that is to

15

accommodate your needs for your office and personal

16

needs as well as being on time to the Paia meeting

17

this evening.

18

Members/ we have with us this afternoon the

19

Public Works Department with Director Milton

20

Arakawa.

21

going to have a discussion on specific to the EP

22

expansion request.

23

direct your attention to the General Fund component

24

of the request/ which is a total of three expansion

25

positions/ and you can locate that in your Details/

We have three different areas that we're

Members/ I'd like to first
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1

first on 16-7 and then it moves on to 16-19, and in

2

your Program you'll find this in your section 18-24,

3

starting off as 18-14, so 16 and 18 in your Details

4

and Program.

5

With that, Mr. Arakawa, if you can, please

6

provide opening comments, and then we'll go ahead

7

and follow along with you.
And also, Members, we do have the handout

8
9

from the department regarding the request for the

10

expansion on their March 29th memo dated -- sent to

11

us.

12

Mr. Arakawa.

MR. ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

If it pleases the

13

Chair and the Committee, I'll just go position by

14

position.

15

CHAIR KANE:

16

MR. ARAKAWA:

Okay, that's fine.
And I also have invited our Division heads

17

to also participate, should the Committee have any

18

questions.

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

MR. ARAKAWA:

Thank you.
The first position is a Civil Engineer III

21

position within our Engineering Division, and this

22

position is proposed to be assigned to our

23

Construction Section to help primarily with our

24

bridge inspection and building maintenance program.

25

These two areas are creating a burden on the present
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1

construction staffing, and this additional

2

apprentice level engineer will allow the entire

3

section flexibility in dealing with our duties more

4

effectively.

5

We have had a sharp increase in both CIP and

6

Federal Highways Administration projects, which has

7

required our staff to focus on inspecting, thus

8

neglecting the preventative maintenance program for

9

county buildings and also timely bridge inspections.

10

And also our Division Chief for Engineering, Cary

11

Yamashita, here who can help us answer any questions

12

you might have regarding this particular position

13

request.

14
15

16

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Yamashita, any additional

comments before I open it up for Q and A?
MR. YAMASHITA:

Yes, in the Construction Section we do

17

have two licensed engineers at the CE IV level and

18

one CE VI level, which is the section head, and he's

19

in charge of the construction and building

20

maintenance program.

21
22

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you.
Members, the floor is open for questions, and

23

we're just going to walk through position by

24

position.

25

clarification?

Any questions on this request for
Mr. Hokama.
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2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, just on Engineering Division

at this time, right?

3

CHAIR KANE:

Yes, that is correct.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Nothing else.

Mr. Director, you know,

5

we are aware not only from your Department but from

6

our other departments, such as Water, regarding the

7

difficulty in recruiting, I guess is the right word,

8

engineers, especially for government positions,

9

competition with the private sector.

You currently

10

show you have a Civil Engineer VI vacancy in that

11

divisioni is that --

12

MR. YAMASHITA:

Correct.

Yeah, we are currently

13

recruiting for that position.

14

being done in house and we're just waiting schedule

15

for interviews.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

The recruitment is

So that means if you fill it in

17

house, you're going to have one more vacancy in

18

house?

19

MR. YAMASHITA:

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

21
22
23
24
25

Correct.
Right?

And then you're asking for a

Civil Engineer III?
MR. YAMASHITA:

Correct.

Yeah, the vacancy is in our

Engineering Services Section.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Just so that -- you know, you work

with this on a more regular daily basis, so when you
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1

say your Construction Section, you can help us

2

understand is this like part of the plan review

3

process?

4

MR. YAMASHITA:

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. YAMASHITA:

No, our Construction Section handles
The drafting and design work?

No, roadway maintenance, inspections of

7

projects, CIP and FHWA projects.

We handle all

8

building maintenance activities and also bridge

9

inspections.

10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, for the short term -

well,

11

what's your -- let me put it this way.

12

support your request for this Civil Engineer III

13

position, knowing the environment that we are aware

14

of and I'm sure you're aware of out there, what is

15

the likelihood you can fill this position since you

16

are restricted within a pay range by collective

17

bargaining?

18

MR. YAMASHITA:

If we

We've been noticing for our Division we

19

haven't had problems filling our engineering

20

positions.

21

noticed that licensed engineering positions are

22

harder to fill as a whole.

23

non-licensed position, which is the CE III level,

24

with I think two years' experience.

25

that, you know, there are candidates out there

However, on the larger scale, we've

That's why we opted for

And we feel
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. YAMASHITA:

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Can fill this request?

Yes.
With your current staffing available,

4

is there a -- I don't know how you would quantify it

5

so we can understand, but I'm assuming there's a

6

backlog that needs to be dealt with and that's part

7

of your justification for this request?

8

MR. YAMASHITA:

9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

11

Correct.
Can you let us know how far the

backlog is or demand for service?
MR. YAMASHITA:

Sure.

In our building maintenance program

12

we've been more of a reactive -- we've been in a

13

reactive mode, rather than developing a program to

14

concentrate on, you know, replacing things or

15

equipment before they become so old and obsolete

16

that we have problems with elevators shutting down

17

and air conditioning.

18

of having a person to, you know, really go through

19

and set up a program where we can do proactive

20

maintenance.

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

22
23

So we don't have the luxury

So we can use this building as one of

the examples, then?
MR. YAMASHITA:

Yeah, right.

And also our bridge

24

maintenance program, we've been I guess directed

25

by -- well, in the past we've been sending just two
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inspectors out into the field to do the field

2

inspections, and because of the shape of our bridges

3

in the Hana area, we've been notified that we should

4

be -- start sending engineering type personnel to

5

accompany the inspectors, you know, to do a more

6

detailed inspection report.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Regarding project management

8

bridges inspections, we are not in any dire

9

situation where public health and safety is being

10

11
12
13

compromised, is it?
MR. YAMASHITA:

No, we're up to date, and our inspectors

have been working overtime to keep to a schedule.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would ask to our Chairman if you can

14

help provide the -

15

year's worth of overtime or premium time

16

requirements that your Division has had to deal with

17

without this position requested.

18

MR. YAMASHITA:

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

if possible, more than one

Okay.
And I will -- I guess we would prefer

that in writing, please.

21

MR. YAMASHITA:

22

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

The request is noted and Staff

23

will make sure that we have the question generated

24

and sent to the Division -- excuse me, to the

25

Director.
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

6

Thank you.

Any further questions, Mr. Hokama?
I'm done.

Thank you.

Okay, Member Molina, followed by Member

Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just

7

wanted to ask one question on re allocation, and I

8

hope it ties into the requested EP here.

9

of walk the line, just one question on this.

10

I'll sort

Mr. Director, Mr. Yamashita, you know with

11

the -- your re-allocation positions within the

12

Engineering Division, can you I guess give us

13

comments as to the purpose of the re allocations and

14

if they're going to assist with more effectiveness

15

and deficiency within the Division?

16

MR. YAMASHITA:

Okay, last year we went

- we did a

17

reorganization of our Division, and basically that

18

was to flatten out the organization of the

19

Engineering Division creating three CE VI levels,

20

whereas originally there was just one and Assistant

21

Engineering Program Manager position.

22

so we had those sections become more independent,

23

and so that's why there are two CE V level positions

24

that were re-allocated to 6's and one series 6

25

vacancy still exists right now, and that's the one
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that we1re going to be interviewing for shortly.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And when does that interview take

place?

4

MR. YAMASHITA:

Hopefully within the next couple of weeks.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

Chairman.

Okay.

7

CHAIR KANE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

Thank you,

Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you, Chair.

question in regards to building maintenance.

10

than this buildings

11

do we take care of -- you take care of?

12

Just one

MR. YAMASHITA:

Other

building, what other building

Yeah, the Kalana Pakui building, which

13

houses Planning and Developmental Services

14

Administration and the Old Courthouse, which has the

15

Prosecutors in there.

16

we also deal with requests from, you know, other

17

departments as far as building maintenance also.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20
21

And we also have a -- well,

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Any further questions on this position?

Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

One quick one.

When you say other

22

departments, so Maintenance let1s say requires more

23

than just general maintenance but specific

24

maintenance, that

25

done in house or has the Department ever had to go

that type of engineer work is
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2

out and contract a private firm to do the work?
MR. YAMASHITA:

Yeah, let me give you an example.

We did

3

recently receive a Department of Justice survey

4

asking us to bring facilities up to ADA standards,

5

and the Fire Department has requested our assistance

6

and, you know, we have been accommodating them by

7

providing site visits and doing a scope of work.

8

And we do intend to go out with a consultant

9

contract for the design.

10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. YAMASHITA:

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. YAMASHITA:

The detailed design work?

Yes, yes.
That is not done in house at all?

No, not right now.

We may, with this

14

person available, we may be able to eventually do

15

that type of work also, you know, minor design.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right, right, right.

17

MR. YAMASHITA:

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

CHAIR KANE:

20

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yes.
Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Ms. Anderson.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Could

21

you tell me what the starting salary is for Civil

22

Engineer III?

23

MR. YAMASHITA:

It

24

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. YAMASHITA:

I

S

an SR-22 level.
About 39, 40 grand.

I don't know.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

MR. YAMASHITA:

4

5
6

7

About 39,000, guys, 40,000.

Yeah, 39,600 about, yeah.
Yeah, we have well, 26,224 for eight

months, so
CHAIR KANE:

13, 26, 39, so 39,000 and some change.

Ms. Anderson, you had the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And so this would be -- this

8

Civil Engineer III would be the starting position

9

for -- I guess what I'm trying to say is I don't see

10
11

any Civil Engineers I or II, so ...
MR. YAMASHITA:

No, we don't.

We've been

- our lowest

12

level has been a III, yeah, always, and we do have

13

an existing CE III position our traffic

14

Engineer Services section.

15

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

well, our

Okay, and so this -- do you have

16

any equivalent -- is this -- would this be a

17

position that someone with very little experience, a

18

starting position, or are you asking them to have

19

MR. YAMASHITA:

No, they'll normally have a degree in

20

engineering and also I think it was like two years

21

of experience in either construction or design, and

22

it's not a licensed position.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

MR. YAMASHITA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's not a licensed position?

No.
Do you have any idea what --
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excuse me -- the equivalent would be, the salary

2

would be for someone in the private sector?

3

there any way to know that equivalent?

4

MR. YAMASHITA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay, thank you.

6

CHAIR KANE:

Any further questions?

7

8
9

Is

I don't know, no.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Since this is not a licensed

position and you just mentioned some of the criteria

10

in regards to the qualifications, if a certain

11

person doesn't have the years of experience

12

qualification, two years, can the two years be

13

reduced to one year or eliminated?

14

MR. YAMASHITA:

If we do reduce down -- well, yeah, down

15

grade a position it will be at either a II or a I

16

level.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR KANE:

19
20

Thank you.

move on?

Okay, thank you.
Any further questions before we

Mr. Hokama.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

One quick one, Chairman.

Thank you.

21

I notice, you know, we always -- the Department

22

always deals with Civil Engineers, but because we

23

have buildings, we have the possible acquisition of

24

another big building, One Main Plaza, the bridges,

25

is there a need for structural engineering within
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1

the Department?

2

about it, but it's something that I've -- kind of

3

crosses my mind now and then.

4
5

6

MR. YAMASHITA:

Because I notice we don't talk

Yes, we've been consulting out structural

work or design work.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So the work is not at a level that the

7

Department feels is a position needed in

8

engineering?

9
10
11

12
13

MR. YAMASHITA:

I don't think we have enough, you know,

for the specialty, yeah, not on a full-time basis.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I appreciate that comment.

Thank you.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay, any further questions in this area?

If

14

not, we'll move over to Development Services Admin,

15

and you can find it on 16-9 of your Details,

16

Members, and 18-24 of your Program.

17

Mr. Yamashita, thank you very much.

18

Director Arakawa.

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

Sorry, Mr. Chairman.

Next two positions are

20

in our Development Services Administration, and they

21

concern an Electrical Inspector II and a Specialty

22

Plans Examiner II.

23

conduct site inspections of electrical construction

24

projects to ensure compliance with the County

25

Electrical Code, the Model Energy Code, and the

The Electrical Inspector will
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1

Outdoor Lighting Ordinance.

And the inspector will

2

also respond to complaints and investigate

3

violations of these codes and ordinances to assist

4

owners and businesses in achieving compliance.
And the Specialty Plans Examiner will review

5

6

the project drawings and the processing of permit

7

applications, and this position is needed because of

8

the increased plan review and compliance checking

9

criteria required by the Model Energy Code, which

10

was recently passed, and the Outdoor Lighting

11

Ordinance, which is being contemplated.

12

this position is essential for the Division to meet

13

its departmental goals for efficient processing of

14

permit applications and to maintain an acceptable

15

level of performance.

We feel

And I also have some more personnel from DSA

16
17

here to answer any technical questions which the

18

Committee may have.

19

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, we'll see if we have any questions on

20

the technical term.

21

two requests under DSA?

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions in this area for the
Mr. Hokama.

Just quickly, Mr. Director, have you

23

noticed a backlog or a noticeable delay in plan

24

reviews currently in the processing for permits?

25

Like it takes double the time it used to take, you
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1

know, instead of three days takes one week now to

2

get the plans.

3

MR. ARAKAWA:

You know, for more detailed answer, let me

4

call our Electrical Inspector, the section head,

5

down to answer that question.

6

Nakao.

7
8
9

CHAIR KANE:

If you can, please identify yourself for the

record.
MR. NAKAO:

His name is Greg

Thank you.

Greg Nakao, Electrical Engineer, Development

10

Services Administration.

11

the review time for electrical permit applications,

12

this would be more in terms of the Model Energy

13

Code, which was recently adopted, but it hasn't gone

14

into effect until April 25th.

15

25th the requirements will kick in, yeah.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Regarding your question on

So starting on April

Just so I can understand it, because

17

my understanding is -- might be faulty, but my

18

understanding is the standards we use has either

19

equaled or surpassed the requirements of the Model

20

Energy Code; is that right or wrong as far as where

21

Maui County's standing in with the Electrical Code?

22
23
24
25

MR. NAKAO:

The Model Energy Code requirements are very

identical to the City & County of Honolulu's.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But not with the County of Maui

standards?
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MR. NAKAO:

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

4

The existing energy conservation requirements?
Requirements as well as the Electrical

Code.
MR. NAKAO:

The existing -- wellt the County Electrical

5

Code basically adopts a national standard.

6

of confused on what you're

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm kind

Because t Mr. Nakao t we've been told

8

that Maui County has surpassed the standards of the

9

Hawaii Electric

- model -

electric

- energy and

10

electric -- Energy Code.

11

standards t then it shouldn't be a problem to meet

12

the Model EnergYt because we've already surpassed

13

those standards t but I may be wrong.

14

standards -- current standards might be below the

15

Energy Code t and that's why you're asking for this t

16

but what I understood in Committee before the

17

Council decided to adopt the Model Energy Code is

18

that Maui County has surpassed those standards.

19

I'm just trying to get an understanding t since that

20

is part of the justification for this requested

21

position.

22

MR. NAKAO:

So if we surpassed those

Our

So

Wellt the main justification for these two

23

positions were for the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance.

24

You know t with the discussions going on the proposed

25

ordinance at that timet it was intended to apply
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1

toward residential construction, and that would have

2

put a serious strain on our resources to properly

3

administer and enforce that ordinance.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for using the word

5

enforcement.

6

as far as the time it takes to review, especially

7

since your Division's asking for that Specialty

8

Plans Examiner II, my question to the Director, and

9

if you can comment, is has there been a noticeable

I appreciate that, Mr. Nakao.

Okay,

10

lengthening of the time to review and approve

11

requests -- permit requests or compliance requests?

12

Has the workload doubled in the last two years?

13

MR. ARAKAWA:

From the electrical side, the answer would

14

be no, the permit application time has not

15

increased, but as Greg mentioned, these two

16

positions were primarily requested in anticipation

17

of the passage of the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance,

18

which, as you know, has not passed.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. ARAKAWA:

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yet.

Yet.
Yeah.

So you guys must have

22

quantified it that with the potential passage of the

23

Outdoor Lighting Ordinance and the adoption of the

24

Model Energy Code that it justifies -- somebody

25

quantified it that you need two positions.
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1

just trying to understand what was those quantified

2

standards you used to justify these two positions?

3

MR. NAKAO:

Well, initially I had asked for two Inspector

4

positions and a Plans Examiner.

Okay, two

5

additional vehicles for the Inspectors and funding

6

to rearrange the office space to accommodate the

7

additional staff, but all of that was deleted by the

8

Administration, so I ended up having remaining in

9

the budget one Inspector position, one Plan Checker

10

position, no vehicles, so we would just have to make

11

do with whatever we can get, but with the decision I

12

guess to hold back on the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance

13

and go back to re-putting it together again I guess,

14

you know, it wasn't much of a concern of mine at

15

this point.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So with the current outdoor lighting

17

proposal before us, and it's still under

18

consideration, but we have adopted the Model Energy

19

Code, just that by itself requires these

20

positions -- additional positions?

21

MR. NAKAO:

Not with just the Model Energy Code, because

22

the Model Energy Code, I think we can -

23

to only commercial lighting as far as electrical

24

permits and inspections, so majority of the

25

construction ongoing on the island right now is
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1

residential.

2

construction, primarily single family dwellings.

3

the application of the Model Energy Code

4

requirements from April 25th on would not

5

significantly impact our operations.

6

can handle it with the staffing that we have.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'd say 80 percent is residential

We can

So

we

But let's say Council for whatever

8

reason after budget quickly adopts an Outdoor

9

Lighting Ordinance proposal, that will definitely

10
11

require additional positions?
MR. NAKAO:

Correct, because it is my understanding that

12

the Committee was working towards applying it

13

towards residential construction, and that would

14

significantly affect our operations as far as plan

15

review, requiring more review of the residential

16

permit applications.

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. NAKAO:

19
20
21

And the actual construction.

And the actual construction, since that's 80

percent of our work.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you, Mr. Nakao.

Thank

you.

22

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.
Yeah, thank you, Chairman.

Before

24

I ask my question I just wanted to add in a

25

clarification with regard to the intent of the
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1

ordinance.

I know there were discussions that --

2

about the possibility of having the ordinance aimed

3

at residential, but as of late we were looking at

4

well, before I left as Chair of the Committee we

5

were looking at it more aimed at street lights and

6

parking lights, but I appreciate the -- you know,

7

looking ahead as to the consideration for this

8

position as well.
With the Electrical Inspector II now, the

9

10

role of this individual will be I guess to serve as,

11

for lack of a better term, more like the light

12

police, I guess and will this person be I guess an

13

on-call person?

14

more on the role.

15

is it something that the Department would prefer to

16

be more complaint driven or is it something that the

17

Department would prefer to go out and actively

18

enforce?

19

a little bit, but --

Can you give -- elaborate a little
And I guess with the ordinance,

I know it's sort of maybe walking the line

20

CHAIR KANE:

No, it's relevant to the

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

22

CHAIR KANE:

It's relevant, okay.

-- because I think Mr. Hokama established in

23

his line of questioning that the significance of

24

this request is tied in directly with the assumption

25

that if we have a lighting ordinance, it's going to
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be needed, it's going to be necessary.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR KANE:

Right.

So obviously our determination of this

4

position is going to be tied into a policy decision

5

of this body on the Outdoor Lighting Ordinance.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

So, you know, it's all -

if we disapprove

8

this at the end, then the lighting ordinance for us

9

would be foolish for us to move forward without

10

having the necessary staff to accommodate, you know,

11

the implementation of it, so it's all tied together,

12

so proceed.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

MR. NAKAO:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It was my understanding that as far as a

15

measure for compliance was going to be foot candles.

16

If it's foot candles, those measurements would

17

normally have to be done in the dark, you know,

18

after hours to measure the lighting intensity from

19

the light sources.

20

possibly shift work, overtime, things like that,

21

so -- and again, as far as whether it's

22

administering the procedures, I mean without the

23

details of the ordinance, I would assume it would

24

it was calling for more detailed submittal of

25

lighting types, lighting locations, and things like

So it would involve, you know,
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1

that on plans.

Presently on residential we don't

2

require plans unless it's a -- it's a significantly

3

large dwelling.

4

application, but when an ordinance for the outdoor

5

lighting goes into effect, it's my understanding

6

we're going to need lighting plans to be submitted

7

with the permit applications to determine how many

8

lights are going in, where they're located, whether

9

they're in compliance and so forth.

You know, we just require permit

So it would

10

require more significant plan checking, as well as

11

inspection.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Very well.

Thank you for,

13

you know, looking ahead on this.

14

now my understanding is there are several of the

15

interested parties with regards to the

16

they're still working out the details, the finite

17

details, and sometime during the term it will come

18

back to Committee for further discussion.

19

you.

20

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And I guess right

and

Thank

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chair.

Presently

22

does any of the electrical inspectors do inspection

23

on Molokai and Lanai?

24
25

MR. NAKAO:

We have inspector go to Molokai and Lanai

every other week, one day every two weeks.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And how much overtime is

expended, you know, if they go to Molokai and Lanai?
MR. NAKAO:

Presently we don't compensate them for any

travel overtime.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

So as far as the

6

inspection on the compliance for County Electrical

7

Code, does the Inspectors put in overtime to

8

complete their workload?

9

MR. NAKAO:

Currently I do have my inspectors on overtime,

10

and that's primarily because two of my Inspectors

11

are out recovering from surgery, so I'm down 40

12

percent of my work force right now and that's why

13

they're on overtime.

14

Inspectors working, we were keeping up with the

15

workload.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR KANE:

18

19
20
21

Prior to that, with my five

Fine, thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.

questions in this area?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any further

And, Mr. Hokama --

I can wait until others are done with

their questions.
CHAIR KANE:

Any others?

The Chair just has one

22

clarification.

You noted -- well, the question on

23

the inspector, because the proposal before us

24

doesn't include a vehicle, what issue does that pose

25

for you folks, and is that something that we need to
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look at from a logistical standpoint of having your

2

inspector provided with equipment/ in this case a

3

vehicle to do inspections?

4

5

6
7

8
9

MR. NAKAO:

I think we would be able to within the

divisions find a vehicle for the inspector.
CHAIR KANE:

Okay/ thank you.

Mr. Hokama.

Go ahead.

I

just wanted to get that clear.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

No/ no/ thank you/ because you were

reading my mind on that/ that it's hard to authorize

10

a position and give them the tools to do the job/

11

Chairman/ so I thank you for that question.
My one other question is my understanding is

12

13

still yet from the Code that if there's some special

14

request for inspection beyond your normal

15

scheduling/ the requestor is -- pays for that

16

service?

Like on Lanai/ if Castle & Cooke says

17

MR. NAKAO:

We have a miscellaneous --

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- I want one special inspection

19

because I want to enclose the wall and I want the

20

inspector tomorrow/ which is not part of his

21

schedule/ and you say I can do that but you will pay

22

for that service.

23

MR. NAKAO:

Correct.

When an inspection is requested

24

prior to the scheduled date/ we give the contractor

25

the option of paying for the airfare and the
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1

transportation cost to get the inspector on the

2

island earlier.

3

expeditions to Lanai, about $100.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

It typically runs about

if it's

The Code has an hourly rate, and

5

that's what I was going to ask you, because I'm

6

assuming that goes into General Fund or does it go

7

into a special trust and agency fund for the

8

Department or Division to utilize?

9
10

MR. NAKAO:

I'm not sure of the actual location of where

the money goes, but --

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. NAKAO:

Because --

Because it's not just the actual

13

transportation cost.

14

fees also attached to the processing.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

There's also administrative

Right, and so part of that, to help me

16

understand how I'm going to look at how to fund

17

certain positions such as this, is whether or not

18

that per hour rate or a percentage of the building

19

fee that is utilized, and for -- for like fire it's

20

12.5 percent of the building permit rate or fee, if

21

we need to make adjustments in those areas so that

22

we recover the appropriate amount of revenue, that

23

will help pay and fund these type of position

24

expansion requests, if you can understand and follow

25

how my brain works.
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MR. NAKAO:

The last time -- I haven't done a cost

2

analysis like that, but the last time I kind of

3

looked at the totals as far as how much we were

4

bringing in in terms of electrical permit fees and

5

the funding of my section, I believe our permit fees

6

did cover the salary cost of our section, but of

7

course it didn't include all the costs of our office

8

space, retirement contributions, and vehicles, you

9

know, and operations costs, but it roughly covered

10

11
12

about the cost of my salaries.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Like, what, three years ago, four years ago?

13

MR. NAKAO:

14

ago.

15

When was that done, please, Mr. Nakao?

I think I looked at it about a year or two

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

A year ago.

Would you still consider

16

it valid for us to use those assumptions and your

17

findings this year?

18

MR. NAKAO:

Yeah, I'd say we'd still be in the ballpark,

19

because I did downgrade one position from an

20

inspector to a clerk to help in the office, so we

21

should still be in the ballpark.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would ask to our Chairman if you

23

have that kind of information already available, if

24

you could transmit that to us, please.

25

MR. NAKAO:

Sure, we can get that.
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

I would appreciate itt thank you.

Staff t have you taken note of the request?

OkaYt so we'll have that

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

-- Mr. Hokama.
I'm done.

Any further questions before we move out of

8

this area and into Highways?

9

questions on DSA requests?

10

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yes

t

Ms. Anderson t

thank you t Mr. Chairman.

11

Stop me if I'm out of line t but I think this is

12

relevant.

13

for is to take care of the requirements of the

14

pending Outdoor Lighting Ordinance

15

just wondering irrespective of that pending

16

ordinance we do have street lighting standards

17

rules for street lighting standards currently in the

18

County of Maui

19

those rules there were five -- there were

20

compliance --

Because this position that you're asking

t

t

correct?

I'm

and as of just the other day within

21

CHAIR KANE:

Issues.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well t there were compliance

23

requirements within five years of the effective date

24

of the rules.

25

two of the things that need to be addressed is

We've hit that five year limitt and
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1

mercury -- you know, high pressure sodium lamps and

2

also mercury vapor lamps.

3

the same.

4
5

CHAIR KANE:

Are you familiar with what I'm

Members, you also may be aware of -- I think

each of you may have received from Dr. Altenberg.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

7

our at attention.

8

CHAIR KANE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

I guess that's one and

Dr. Altenberg has brought this to

Yes, yes.
That the shields and I guess they

call them luminaire standards.

11

CHAIR KANE:

As of last week, yeah.

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, and also the -- I'll just

13

read it to you.

Specifically mercury vapor lamps

14

are expressly prohibited and all such lamps will be

15

moved within five years of the effective date of

16

these rules.

17

luminaires shall be the only allowed fixture on

18

public and/or private right of-way.

19

existing fixtures other than fully shielded

20

luminaires shall be replaced by the earlier of

21

expiration or inoperability of the fixture or five

22

years from the effective date of these rules.

23

are you guys doing anything to get people in

24

compliance with these standards or would this new

25

position be used for that?

Luminaire standards.

Fully shielded

However,
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MR. ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Anderson l the concerns you're

2

expressing are actually issues that would be covered

3

as part of the Outdoor Lighting Billl as to whether

4

or not street lights need to be changed to some

5

other type of fixture

6

had been talked about is whether we should change to

7

low pressure sodium type of lights for street

8

lighting.

9

Department is whether or not for the existing street

However

1

1

and I guess the fixture that

the other issue for the

10

lights l which are not low pressure sodium

11

or not to change those fixtures or to shield those

12

fixtures l and my understanding is that should the

13

Outdoor Lighting Bill pass and should the County

14

decide to go to low pressure sodium

15

about basically changing that entire arm for the

16

street light.

17

go ahead and expend money now to change the fixture

18

or put in shields when

19

pressure sodium may be imminent 1 and so that's the

20

quandary that we're in.

l

l

whether

we are talking

So the question for us is should we

when a changed to low

Well l I understand that l

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

Mr. Arakawa

23

already in place.

24

They were adopted in 1999

25

can ignore them just because we have a pending

1

that -- but these are rules that are
They've been legally promulgated.
1

and I don't know how we
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1

Outdoor Lighting Ordinance that's been pending for

2

several years.

3

rules -- the lighting standards that are currently

4

in place?

5

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

So are we just going to ignore the

Well, yeah, again, if the Council

6

believes that we should be spending money which

7

would be basically wasted should the Outdoor

8

Lighting Bill pass, I guess that's a policy decision

9

we'd have to make.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
conflict.

12

CHAIR KANE:

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

14

CHAIR KANE:

15

Well, I don't see how it's in

Okay, and the Chair's going
That's fine.

-- limit the discussion on this item,

Ms. Anderson.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17

CHAIR KANE:

But I will bring it up again.

Please do, and that's fine.

That's something

18

that we can have -- and the Chair will get back to

19

you before the end of the meeting as far as what we

20

can do to get some resolve to that, because it has

21

been pointed out to us as far as it's something that

22

now needs to be complied with and maybe we need to

23

get something in writing back from the

24

Administration and the Department on how they're

25

going to be dealing with that.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I'd appreciate that,

2

Mr. Chairman, and also in that request if we could

3

ask them what an estimated cost would be to change

4

all the County's light fixtures from mercury vapor

5

lamps and to add the shields.

6
7

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Staff will note that request.

you, Ms. Anderson.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

CHAIR KANE:

10
11
12

Thank

Thank you.

Any further discussion on the two requests

here for DSA?

Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Sorry, Chairman, just to add

further into Councilmember Anderson.

13

CHAIR KANE:

As far as a question to people?

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, the cost I believe was given

15

to us in the Public Works Committee, so there's

16

information that's in Committee already as to the

17

actual cost.

18

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Any further questions on this item before we

21

move on to Highways?

22

much.

23

Hearing none.

Thank you very

Appreciate it, Mr. Nakao.
Okay, Members, we're moving forward to Public

24

Works Highways, Highway Funds, and the request is

25

for a total of four positions, starting out on
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1

Details 16-27.

2

first to positions.
Mr. Arakawa, your opening comments, please.

3

4

And your Program is 18 32 for the

MR. ARAKAWA:

First two positions I'd like to cover in the

5

Highways Division falls under the Highways Admin

6

section.

7

and this position is needed because the Highways

8

Division is going to be as large or larger than some

9

of the departments in the County with some 159

First is an Administrative Assistant II,

10

employees and five separate programs.

11

years we've had a demand to provide annual reports,

12

provide personnel service selections, do program

13

budgets, we have to track performance measures, and

14

implement an inventory control program to track

15

large purchases.

16

And in recent

There's also a need to dispose of parts and

17

equipment that the original acquisition cost are

18

greater than 250 bucks, and also a number of other

19

administrative duties such as tracking the

20

employees' absence due to sickness abuse, drug and

21

alcohol testing, violence in the workplace,

22

unauthorized leave without pay, workplace

23

discrimination, sexual harassment, and potential

24

infractions of work performance leading to

25

disciplinary measures.
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The other position in the Admin section is a

1

2

Traffic Management Superintendent t and this position

3

is intended to oversee the Traffic Signal crew as

4

well as the Traffic Signs and Markings Section.

5

Traffic Signal crew's work is basically a highly

6

technical one requiring supervision from someone

7

with a technical background t and the Division needs

8

a dedicated supervisor to manage the work of the

9

Traffic Signal Section

t

The

as well as the Traffic Signs

10

and Marking Section.

11

person would need a background -- some sort of a

12

background in engineering

13

and/or in traffic management.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And we'd envision that this

electronics

t

Members

t

t

or in --

floor is open for

15

questions for these two positions t Administrative

16

Assistant II and Traffic Management Superintendent.

17

Mr. Molina

18

t

followed by Mr. Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah

t

thank you

Chairman.

t

The

19

question has to do with the Traffic Management

20

Superintendent.

21

position related to the fact that

22

understanding that the Department is a little bit

23

behind in getting caught up with the -- I guess

24

markings of crosswalk and signage and everything

25

else.

Is this -- the request for this
my

Can you give comment to that?
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mean

2

that is do we have the sufficient personnel to do I

3

guess all of our signage needs and marking needs as

4

well?

5

CHAIR KANE:

6
7

and I guess other question in addition to

If you can, please identify yourself for the

record.

Thank you.

MR. HASHIRO:

My name is Brian Hashiro.

8

Division Chief.

9

Members.

10

CHAIR KANE:

11

MR. HASHIRO:

I'm the Highways

Good afternoon, Chairman and

Good afternoon.
In answer to your question, Traffic Signs

12

and Markings crew is backlogged with work, although

13

we are catching up with our work.

14

that the Council gave to us about two or three

15

fiscal years ago has provided, how shall I put it, a

16

more productive work crew.

17

budget we're also ask you for additional funds for

18

our Traffic Signs crew for more (inaudible)

19

material.

20

than we have materials for.

21

The three members

If you're looking at

Basically the crew is pursuing more work

As far as the superintendent, the

22

superintendent is looking at both the Traffic Signs

23

crew and also the Traffic Signals crew.

24

the Traffic Signal crew has no supervision other

25

than myself, and I'm normally so busy that if I see
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1

them once a week or once a month, it's a rarity, and

2

it's not really appropriate to be -- to have a crew

3

that's not properly supervised.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8
9

10
11

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama.

How many people are we talking about

in that program, please?
MR. HASHIRO:

Total of about 12, I believe, ten in Traffic

Signs and two in Traffic Signals right now.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So that would be your justification

for a superintendent?

12

MR. HASHIRO:

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is that my understanding?

That is correct, yes.
So how does -- the work orders done

14

now?

15

and perform -- you basically have a very experienced

16

group of employees?

17

MR. HASHIRO:

You give them their job orders and they go out

Taking one section at a time, traffic signs

18

and markings, we get a lot of complaints from the

19

community itself.

20

in all the time and we also do inspections and

21

generally work orders in that regard.

22

signals right now primarily is through, again,

23

compliant oriented, through people noticing problems

24

or the Police Department noticing a problem.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

We have police reports that come

But this is not part -- is this
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1

part of your road maintenance people?

2

separate from road maintenance?

3

MR. HASHIRO:

It is totally

It's totally separate from road maintenance.

4

These are Countywide personnel that operates in the

5

various districts separately from -- like Wailuku

6

District is only for the Wailuku area.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. HASHIRO:

9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right.

These crews are Countywide crews.
So if I need something on Lanai, the

10

same crew that you use here would take care of

11

Lanai's needs?

12

Molokai, that same crew would then do Molokai's

13

request?

14

MR. HASHIRO:

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

If Mr. Mateo had requirements on

That's correct.
Okay.

So 12 people take care -- is

16

responsible for the whole County's program regarding

17

traffic safety and signs?

18

MR. HASHIRO:

That's correct.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is it from a - - just strictly

20

financial point of view easier to have this

21

contracted out and hold the contractor responsible

22

for performance?

23

MR. HASHIRO:

I kind of believe that it's better for us to

24

have control.

We can direct what work needs to be

25

done and to upgrade whenever we need to upgrade.
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1

Several traffic signals we now use two different

2

types of controllers, one an older system, one a

3

newer system.

4

at some point in time, depending on time

5

availability and funds and convert everything to the

6

newer controller system.

7

some of this timing kind issues as far as between

8

one signal and the other signal.

9

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We would like to have that concerted

And that way we can do

Okay, one quick question so I can --

10

the crew just takes care of the signals on County

11

roads.

12

does not have any jurisdiction or responsibility for

13

those signals at all?

14

MR. HASHIRO:

So let's say Kaahumanu Avenue, your crew

At the current time we don't have

15

jurisdiction over the State signals, although

16

there's been some discussion the State wants to turn

17

over their system to us for maintenance.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. HASHIRO:

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I hope you haven't agreed to that.

Not without more personnel, no.
Okay.

But let's say within Wake a

21

Avenue, you know, those areas by let's say Onehee,

22

that intersection that enters Maui Waena, that is a

23

County signal --

24

MR. HASHIRO:

That's correct.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- that your people would be
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1

responsible for?

2

MR. HASHIRO:

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

5
6

7

That's correct.
Okay, okay.

Street signs, stop signs,

Countywide, that's your people?
MR. HASHIRO:

That's my people in the County

rights-of-way, that's correct.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, I just needed to know the

8

parameters and extent of your responsibility.

9

you.

Thank

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

10

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you, Chair.

Do we

12

provide the State of Hawaii some assistance whenever

13

they have problems or can't repair their signals on

14

the State highways?

15

MR. HASHIRO:

I believe the State has a contract with I

16

believe Wasa Electrical for maintenance of their

17

traffic signals right now.

18

much assistance to the State for traffic signals.

19

If they request it, we certainly would try to lend a

20

hand, yes.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

We haven't provided very

One more question.

22

superintendent, who will be reporting to this

23

individual?

24
25

MR. HASHIRO:

Right now we have a traffic signs and

marking supervisor, Mr. Derrick Falces, in the
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1

Traffic Sign Section.

He would report to the

2

superintendent.

3

supervisor in the Traffic Signal Section, although

4

we're trying to upgrade some positions, and one of

5

the Traffic Signal person right now is not fully

6

qualified.

7

providing electronics training, we're doing on site

8

training.

9

Electrician I, so at some point in time we would

Right now we don't have a

We're doing some training, we're

Right now he's -- he started as an

10

like to see positions upgraded to two fully capable

11

Traffic Signal Technicians.

12
13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Member Johnson.
Thank you, Brian.

Does this also

16

encompass the ADA accessibility and markings with

17

regard to ADA or no?

18

MR. HASHIRO:

Not directly.

If our Division determines

19

that we need to do some work in that regard, they'll

20

send us a work order and then we'll work on the work

21

order.

22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, so that's strictly under

Engineering and not under this particular section?
MR. ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Johnson, as far as the ramps,

the handicapped ramps that I believe you're
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referring to -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

It's the ramps plus it's the

3

markings, you know, where they have the crosswalk

4

markings and then sometimes the -- you know, the

5

pavement markings.

6

MR. ARAKAWA:

The ramps per se would be done by

7

Engineering, but if we're talking about basically

8

restriping of existing records, then that would fall

9

under Highways.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay, so you coordinate, then --

11

or this person would coordinate with the Engineering

12

Division to make sure that the proper signage is up

13

as well as the markings on the pavement?

14

MR. HASHIRO:

We would hope that if the ramps are made to

15

ADA standards, then hereinafter our crew would just

16

handle everything directly without having to go to

17

Engineering.

18

get some modification that they would need.

19

We may have to go to Engineering to

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and I'm thinking more along

20

the lines if there's a new installation how does

21

their Department then coordinate with you?

22

send a work order through for you to do the striping

23

once they finish or do they do it all on the initial

24

install?

25

MR. HASHIRO:

Do they

Right now the additional install they're
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1

doing it all.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

MR. HASHIRO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR KANE:

Including the roadway markings?

That's correct.
Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

Any further

6

questions in this area for the Administrative

7

Assistant II or the Traffic Management

8

Superintendent, Members?

9

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

One question, and I'll be consistent

10

with all the requests, specifically this, it seems

11

to be very administrative, not operational in a

12

certain sense, specifically for the Assistant

13

Administrative Assistant so that the Chief of Field

14

Operations, which makes sense, can do his

15

operational requirements.

16

SR position?

17

non-Civil Service consideration?

18

CHAIR KANE:

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

20

Does this have to be an

Can it not be an appointed or

Director, you prepared to respond?
I prefer to respond to that in writing,

Councilmember.

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR KANE:

That's fine.

Thank you.

Okay, so we'll go ahead and -

clarification?

23

Mr. Hokama, if you can just restate your question so

24

Staff can get the question correct.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

This is regarding the Administrative
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1

Assistant II as well as the Traffic Superintendent.

2

My question is must it be an SR or Civil Service

3

consideration?

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

CHAIR KANE:

And if it is, so the rationale why?

Okay, Staff?

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Thank you.

Any further questions in this area?

If not,

7

let's move forward.

We have on your Details,

8

Members, 16-38 and 16-53, Details, and that's for

9

the two requests, Clerk Typist III for Lanai and the

10

Clerk Typist III for the Makawao Garage.

11

Director, why don't you go ahead.

12

MR. ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chairman, the Clerk Typist III for the

13

Makawao Garage will report to the Makawao Automotive

14

Repair Supervisor, and this position is needed to

15

provide clerical service for the garage.

16

the garage has no clerical support, so basically the

17

Repair Supervisor -- the automotive repair

18

supervisor is doing all the clerical work, and

19

thereby this reduces his time in managing and

20

directing the operation of the garage.

21

position would be needed to answer telephones, do

22

the filing of maintenance reports, invoices,

23

personnel records, manage payments, input

24

information to the computer, type and print reports,

25

and prepare the garage's performance measures.
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In the case of the Clerk Typist III that

1

2

we're requesting on the island of Lanai, the

3

Highways Division here also has no clerical support

4

at present time and he would also need a person to

5

answer incoming calls, type and computer input,

6

file, and perform other clerical work necessary to

7

keep the Highway and Garage Maintenance Office

8

functioning.

9

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Members, the Chair's just

10

going to start off with just one question.

11

Makawao Garage currently on Details 16-53 and the

12

expansive position that's there, if you go right

13

before that under, say, Wailuku's County Garage,

14

where's their clerical support coming from, since

15

there's no listing of clerical support in that

16

garage?

17

MR. HASHIRO:

With the

Right now a lot of our cleric support is

18

coming from our working foreman, Jake Reece, so he's

19

doing a lot of our data input into RFS and into our

20

software and also keeping up the records.

21

no direct clerical support in the garage -- in the

22

Wailuku Garage at this time.

23
24
25

CHAIR KANE:

Was that something

- is that part of your

proposal that didn't make it here?
MR. HASHIRO:

We have

That's correct.
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CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Okay.

If - - is there - - because I

2

know the theme of this year's budget is

3

prioritizing.

4

priority for the Makawao Garage over the Wailuku

5

Garage for some reason?

6

have a better understanding of why we're with this

7

proposal in front of us.

8
9

MR. HASHIRO:

Is in your opinion that there's a

Generally, yes.

And it's just for us to

Right now my Automotive

Services Coordinator who does all my spec writing

10

and stuff in the administrative office, he has a

11

Clerk Typist III right now and we kind of help out

12

when we can.

13

now in Makawao than Wailuku, but certainly at some

14

point in time we'll be looking for something in

15

Wailuku.

16

CHAIR KANE:

So I believe the need is greater right

Okay, thank you very much.

17

open the floor.

18

to just get that clarification.

19

anything?

20

I'll go ahead and

Thank you, Members, for allowing me
Mr. Mateo, you had

Mr. Hokama, go ahead.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

First off, let me just tell you I am

21

very thrilled to see this Clerk Typist request for

22

Lanai.

23

Deputy.

24

of the Division long enough to know, and I know, how

25

things were being done on Lanai, okay, and we had

And again, Mr. Director, I know you were the
Actually, Mr. Hashiro was has been in part
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1

Department of Finance assisting Public Works

2

regarding some support of various degrees.

3

will allow your Division on Lanai to be able to, I

4

would say, expand its level of service to other

5

sister departments, Mr. Hashiro?

6

MR. HASHIRO:

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

This

Can you clarify in what way you're saying?
Under, you know, our Lanai District -

8

and again, yeah, I mean even if it's a small program

9

within the total County, it still has to service one

10

whole island, okay, and like in this one we have our

11

Public Works for Lanai is basically our County.

12

It is the Department on the island, yeah, for us for

13

services.

14

Supervisor required for -- to do this so-called

15

Clerical Typist III work, 30 percent of the

16

supervisor's time, 40 percent of the supervisor's

17

time?

18

MR. HASHIRO:

So right now how much is the District

It's difficult to quantify.

The last

19

supervisor we had there basically dumped everything

20

in the file cabinets unfiled.

21

District Supervisor that started about two weeks

22

ago.

23

trying to work through something at this point.

24

far as quantifying, yeah, you know, wasn't much of

25

his time because he wasn't doing very much.

We have a new Lanai

He's trying to sift through everything and
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Administrative things.

2

MR. HASHIRO:

I mean, I know he was on the road a

Yes.

3

lot.

He was doing operations that our community has

4

been requesting.

5

understand, because I would love to be in full

6

support of this request that you have.

7

to help me.

8

payroll system was supposed to save time and reduce

9

manpower requirements to take care of our record

Now, I'm just trying to

You may need

I thought our so-called brand new HR

10

keeping and timely payment of our employees of their

11

compensation.

12

other departments that have, in my understanding

13

through their responses which has been very tactful,

14

but it appears that there may be more work done to

15

get this HR payroll thing squared away.

16

time is this payroll system going to require even

17

for Lanai's size of operation for this clerk?

18

MR. HASHIRO:

It seems not only you but there's

How much

I would not be able to estimate that.

You

19

know, right now we don't have a County network in

20

our baseyard.

21

do so, but the actual connection has not been done.

22

So our supervisor right now doesn't have access into

23

the network itself, so for one, we would need some

24

training just to get these guys up to speed.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe they put in the wiring to

Okay, and the only reason was I had --
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and I may be completely wrong! but I had an

2

assumption that the employee was to help enter the

3

time! the employee's time into the system to be

4

verified by the supervisor! not for the employee to

5

give to another person the information for that

6

other person to enter into the system.

7

MR. HASHIRO:

I believe that was the intent! but for what

8

we were looking at in Highways was that to let our

9

employees do that we might make it! how shall I put

10

it tactfully! very difficult.

11

doing what we -- doing right now is to have the

12

clerks doing inputting and then to have the

13

supervisor do the review.

14
15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So we're looking at

This would be Countywide for your

Division?

16

MR. HASHIRO:

That's correct.

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MR. HASHIRO:

Not just for Lanai.

Mostly for my blue collar workers.

I think

19

the white collar workers probably could manage it.

20

Most of them have their own computer terminals! so

21

they probably could do their own.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

CHAIR KANE:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

Okay.

Thank you! Chairman.

Okay! thank you.

Mr. Molina.

Yeah! thank you! Chairman.

Just

one question on Makawao Garage! with the garage
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facility, the new facility, has it given the

2

supervisors additional duties than when the facility

3

was not there?

4

this need for the clerical support?

5

MR. HASHIRO:

Does that necessitate the cause for

No, the Makawao Automotive Repair Supervisor

6

has been asking for a number of years for clerical

7

support because he's spending more time in his

8

office doing clerical stuff than actually doing the

9

supervision and the repair, review of the mechanics

10

in the garage.

11

getting somebody or -- he even threatened to quit at

12

one point, but he hasn't done that yet.

13

goodness.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

MR. HASHIRO:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

18

He's been quite adamant about

Mr.

(Inaudible)?

No, that's Mr. DeMello.
Oh, okay.

hanging in there.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank

Thank you.

I'm glad they're still

Thank you, Chair.
Any further questions, Members,

19

in this area?

And then the Chair's going to call

20

for a brief recess and then we'll finish up with

21

Solid Waste.

22

If you do have more questions, please, if you can

23

present them in writing to Staff, we'll go ahead and

24

make sure that it gets to the Director's office.

25

Member Tavares.

Members, any questions for Highways?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

positions get paid from Highway Funds?

3

MR. HASHIRO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR KANE:

6

9
10

That's correct.

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.
Okay, Members, so we'll go ahead

and get those questions posed in writing.
Mr. Hashiro, thank you very much for your

7
8

Just one quick one, do these

presence this afternoon.
MR. HASHIRO:
CHAIR KANE:

You're welcome.

Thank you.

Members, the Chair's going to call for a

11

recess just to take care of some personal needs.

12

We'll reconvene at let's say 2:53.

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR KANE:

(Gavel) .

2 :46 p.m.
2: 58 p.m.

(Gavel).

Members, let's reconvene, and thank

16

you for that short break.

This is our final

17

component of the afternoon for Public Works, the

18

Solid Waste Division.

19

requests for expansions, Members, the first of which

20

is located in your Details 16-93, and your Program

21

18-80.

22

and the CIP Coordination.

23

Souza, and he will be giving us some details after

24

Mr. -- or Director Arakawa gives us some opening

25

comments.

We have a total of four EP

And that would be for the Civil Engineer III
We have with us Mr. Mike
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MR. ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The two positions

2

you mentioned would fall under the Solid Waste

3

Administration program.

4

proposed to provide technical and professional

5

engineering assistance to the current Civil Engineer

6

IV and the Chief of the Solid Waste Division in

7

areas such as planning, construction management, and

8

technical support, and the duties would include

9

personal plans and design for construction projects,

The Civil Engineer III is

10

as well as provide technical review of those plans.

11

And the specific areas would be in the assistance in

12

the design and management of sanitary landfills,

13

organic matter composting systems, and resource

14

recovery systems.

15

The CIP Coordinator position is primarily on

16

the construction -- construction side, and this

17

person would be assigned to the Civil Engineer IV

18

and deal with areas such as landfill closures,

19

landfill construction, corrective action projects,

20

post closure programs, infrastructure construction

21

improvements, and also to coordinate maintenance for

22

landfill personnel training.

23

position from somewhere else in the Administration

24

is actually a transfer from the Department of

25

Finance.

And finally, one other

That's the Account Clerk III, and this
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1

position is actually being eliminated from Finance

2

and just transferred to Public Works, and this

3

person will maintain and control the receivable

4

accounting records for refuse collection and

5

landfill disposal fees.
Basically right now when a person wants to

6

7

change an account either to add an account or delete

8

an account, that's handled by the Finance

9

Department.

So this transfer will allow us to

10

provide our Division more direct control over the

11

program, and we feel it's a necessary component as

12

the Division moves towards self sufficiency.

13
14

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Mr. Souza, any additional

comments before we open it up for Q and A?

15

MR. SOUZA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

No, not at this time.
Thank you.

The floor is open, Members, for

17

questions regarding the first two expansion

18

positions under Administration for Solid Waste.

19

Mr. Molina, followed by Mr. Hokama.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

My questions

21

relate to the Capital Improvement Projects

22

Coordinator.

23

any thought had been given to it, but will this

24

coordinator be involved with the automated refuse

25

collection system, being that it is being looked at

With this position, I don't know if
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in other areas of the County?

2

measures will you be using to measure the

3

effectiveness of this coordinator within the

4

Department?

5

MR. SOUZA:

And what performance

Your first question, Councilmember Molina,

6

relating to the assistance continues for automation,

7

we didn't plan to use this person specifically for

8

that program.

9
10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
MR. SOUZA:

Okay.

However, if we do need to, we will tap that

resource for assistance.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And in terms of I guess

13

monitoring the effectiveness of this person, how

14

will you folks gauge that person's effectiveness or

15

measure it I guess?

16

MR. ARAKAWA:

Councilmember, I think we pretty much

17

envision that this person will be helping on the

18

construction management side of things and they'll

19

be assisting the -- our city for -- in this regard.

20

So it's basically on the construction side, and

21

hopefully with additional personnel here it will

22

help our construction efforts -

23

management efforts go a lot smoother.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

construction

Okay, so more -- I guess to be used

in the role of a support -- support personnel, I
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1

guess.

2

MR. ARAKAWA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

4

CHAIR KANE:

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Thank you.

Mr. Hokama?

Couple of questions.

6

First, how does this fit with what the Department of

7

Management shared with the members earlier about

8

their new approach to CIP and infrastructure and

9

projects, construction projects?

Is this part of

10

one piece of the puzzle of the Department of

11

Management's plan?

12

it's not part of that plan.

13

CHAIR KANE:

14

MR. ARAKAWA:

And if not, you should tell us

Director.
As far as the use of the CIP Coordinator,

15

this is a request that actually originated prior to

16

the Department of Management proposing their

17

integrated infrastructure management plan.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So let's say we support this

19

request, it becomes filled, would you know how this

20

would fit in the Department of Management's plan?

21

Is there some type of coordination you foresee or is

22

this going to be something totally isolated and

23

separate from Management's proposal to us?

24
25

MR. ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Hokama, I believe that pretty

much all the departments have to try to conform or
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1

have at least the intent to conform with that

2

integrated infrastructure management plan.

3

had some preliminary talks with the Department of

4

Management on itt but the details of course haven't

5

all been fleshed out yett so I really can't say that

6

this particular position will or won't be in

7

conformance t but I can tell you that as far as the

8

Solid Waste Division is concerned t we really have a

9

dire need for additional professional help.

We have

And I

10

think this person will really help us to try to

11

achieve our goals t you know t in a timely manner.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I appreciate your comments t

13

Mr. Director.

We are well aware through the annual

14

budget and budget amendments that continually come

15

through of the financial impacts when we do not

16

achieve the standards that even your own Department

17

sets for itself t so I can appreciate your comments.
But like the others t can it be more

18
19

financially efficient and easier to go have an

20

experienced third party do this work for you?

21

if they fail t you fire them and put out an RFP and

22

hire another firm that specializes in landfill

23

openings t closures t EPA requirements t Department of

24

Health standards t whatever -- whatever it be.

25

MR. ARAKAWA:

And

I guess the best way to answer that is in my
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1

opinion, the Solid Waste Administration stuff has

2

always been very thin and the issue of whether we're

3

going to contract out services versus whether we're

4

hiring staff, basically it assumes that we would

5

have to have at least a minimum of staff to at least

6

administer the outside contracting to begin with,

7

and I think the staff as it is is stretched thin and

8

I think there's a need for at least a minimum of

9

in-house staff to at least get to the point where we

10

can comfortably deal with outside consultants.

11

I think this particular technical expertise in the

12

form of the CIP Coordinator and Engineer III will

13

help us achieve that.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, I've heard your comment.

And

And

15

when I tossed out that comment about a third party,

16

okay, obviously your CIP Coordinator is going to be

17

focusing on the Central Maui program, especially

18

with the closure of cells, opening of cells,

19

adjusting for different other governmental

20

requirements, whether it be the thickness of the

21

cover material or the bottom of the -- bottom of the

22

cell itself, but we've got Hana's landfill concerns,

23

Molokai's concern.

24

our landfill and opening a new landfill.

25

the existing closed one at Olowalu.

Lanai we're looking at closing

I'm assuming
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1

all of this is going to corne under this person, this

2

proposed position?

3

on this Committee's part?

4

MR. SOUZA:

Is that an accurate assumption

Councilmember Hokama, we -- some of those

5

responsibilities will fall under the direct

6

supervision of the Landfill Supervisor, but there

7

will be some areas that the CIP Coordinator would

8

probably fit best at.

9

could use a CIP Coordinator to work on, and that

So a lot of those projects we

10

would not only be for Central.

11

assist on the other landfills also.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

That would be to

Let me ask this question as it

13

regards to this request for a CIP Coordinator.

Part

14

of your justification narrative is that you have

15

borrowed more or less this position from DSA for a

16

year.

17

Or is it longer than that?

Is that an accurate understanding on my part?

18

MR. ARAKAWA:

No, that's correct.

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if DSA hasn't needed this position

20

for a year and can lend this Division for one year,

21

then obviously my question to you is why don't we

22

just eliminate DSA's position and let you keep this

23

one, the one you currently have?

24

one more?

25

point where you guys are going to be hard to

Why do you need

DSA has functioned for one year.
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1

convince me if they can live without itt do they

2

really need it.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Hokama t

I can

4

understand your point.

5

position.

6

Coordinator was to hopefully deal with overflow work

7

among a number of divisions where each division

8

would pay for a portion of this person's salary.

9

However

t

DSA has funded this

The original thought behind this CIP

only DSA had the funds to pay for this.

10

And as it turned out

11

the benefits.

12

correct that at this point.

13

there and they are intending to fill it.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

t

only Solid Waste has accrued

So we are basically attempting to
DSA's vacancy is still

I'm just trying to understand what you

15

shared t Mr. Director.

16

in a sense has done a General Fund subsidy to Solid

17

Waste through this position and funding of this

18

position; is that a good understanding on our part?

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

So DSA t through this program

I'm not sure if the funds were actually

20

General Fund t but they were from DSA t

21

correct.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

that's

Has it been reported in other

23

quarterly reports as such so that it's an accurate

24

understanding of what Solid Waste is either

25

deficient in

t

their specific funds
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1

funds?

2

to do, and I can understand that, Mr. Director, but

3

we are held accountable on how the funding is done

4

and it must be done the right way so we can

5

understand when you come in for a subsidy request

6

from General Fund to supplement Solid Waste, sewers,

7

we can justify it and know that those request

8

amounts are accurate.

9

over the last year?

10
11
12
13

MR. ARAKAWA:

I know from an operational, what you tried

So how have you done this

11m sorry, I donlt have that information

right now.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I can certainly get back to you on that.
Okay, but this is specifically just

for Solid Wastels proposed request, right?

14

MR. ARAKAWA:

This current CIP Coordinator request?

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. ARAKAWA:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Yes, that I s correct.
And it will be funded through your

18

Solid Waste account or are you looking for this to

19

be a General Fund subsidized position?

20

MR. ARAKAWA:

Well, it would be in the Solid Waste

21

Division, but as you know, the Division as a whole

22

is not self sufficient.

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Uh-huh.

We have continually strived

24

to work to try and make it so there is a -- let me

25

put it this way.

There is no need for a General
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1

Fund consideration.

2

that the person is going to do through additional

3

CIP that part of the CIP request would pay for this

4

CIP requirements that the position would entail,

5

including construction management?

6

that way?

7

there's no need for the position.

8
9

MR. SOUZA:

Is there enough in the projects

Can you fund it

Which means if there's no work for him,

Councilmember Hokama, right now we have a lot

of projects that are coming on line, but just on a

10

day-to-day basis trying to manage four operating

11

landfills and four closed landfills, I can tell you

12

pretty much every single day we have something to

13

do, and it just takes one single incident to create

14

the CIP coordinator to respond to.

15

Lanai, we're going to do some corrective action on

16

our storm water project, and it is on Lanai, as you

17

know, so, you know, we have to travel over there,

18

but that is one full-time project.

19

can just tell you that it's going to be a daily

20

chore.

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And just for

So, you know, I

Okay.

Is this person going to help

22

oversee our big CIP

- let's say for Central Maui

23

Landfill, because I'm assuming you're still going to

24

need a third-party construction management

25

assistance on your big projects.

So this person's
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1

going to oversee that third-party work or is that

2

not part of the responsibilities as proposed?

3
4

MR. SOUZA:

Councilmember, that's correct, we want to use

him in that capacity.

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKA.MA:

6

MR. SOUZA:

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKA.MA:

8

9
10
11

To oversee

Yes.
-- the third-party's work on large CIP

construction management projects?
MR. SOUZA:

Correct.

VICE-CHAIR HOKA.MA:

Okay.

Thank you for your responses.

Thank you.

12

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Mr. Mateo.

Chairman, thank you very much.

And

14

just to continue, then, this particular CIP

15

coordinator, then, based on the justification of

16

expansion, not necessarily needs to have an

17

engineering background of any type because this is

18

an apparent management type of a position?

19

MR. SOUZA:

That's correct.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So if

then his responsibility,

21

then, would be primarily to take directives from the

22

engineers in carrying out assignments that he or she

23

mayor may not have background information on.

24

MR. SOUZA:

Correct.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So this is strictly assistance?
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1

is the terminology CIP Coordinator accurate?

2

CHAIR KANE:

3

MR. ARAKAWA:

Director.
Councilmember Mateo, I think it is.

This

4

CIP Coordinator basically will help us on the

5

construction side, and the Civil Engineer IV

6

basically would look at both the design and the

7

construction.

8

those aspects.

9

well, it's a small office, but the CE III will do

They basically would oversee both of
And one reason the CE III to help

10

basically the engineering task, the design

11

many of the design tasks, where we envision the CIP

12

Coordinator to help more on the construction side,

13

which is the CIP side.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay, okay.

- and

I was just looking at

15

the implementation process of the CIP coordinator to

16

implement projects based technically on engineering

17

principles when this individual might not have the

18

same understanding of the job that needs to be

19

implemented.

20

you.

21

CHAIR KANE:

That was my initial concern.

Thank

Thank you, Chair.
Thank you.

Before I recognize the next

22

member, Staff, and maybe with Ms. Morrison, I note

23

that the justification sheets regarding the timing

24

for the funding is not consistent with what's in our

25

details on the four requests and the Clerk Typist
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1

III -- excuse me/ Account Clerk III.

2

12 month and in the justifications we're showing

3

eight month -- 8 months for ramping up/ except for

4

the CIP Coordinator/ which is showing a full year

5

funding in order.

6

if you can -- Director Arakawa/ if you can just

7

briefly comment/ is it meant for eight months or

8

what the Details is showing as 12 months?

9

people ready to hire/ start work July 1st/ in other

10

words?

11

MR. ARAKAWA:

We're showing

So if you can maybe -- Director/

Are these

Yeah/ Account Clerk III is actually a

12

transfer from Finance/ so there is a warm body

13

there/ so --

14
15

CHAIR KANE:

Okay/ so your justification sheet says eight

months/ so that's incorrect?

16

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

17

CHAIR KANE:

That should be 12.

Okay/ and then the other four positions are

18

showing -- are they consistent or can you provide

19

clarification as to what it should be?

20

COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:

As far as the CIP Coordinator

21

position/ we do have -- there is an existing warm

22

body there/ but to basically create a new position

23

we'd have to go through the interview process again.

24

So we would like to have 12 months' salary in the

25

CIP Coordinator if we can/ because we feel that we
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1

can have this person continue if he is of course

2

chosen.

3

could live with eight months' salary, and the others

4

we have to go through a normal hiring process, so we

5

can just live with eight.

6

CHAIR KANE:

On the CE III, however, I suppose that we

Okay.

So, Staff, and Budget Director, if you

7

can note those things, because we're showing 12

8

months including salaries.

9

Members, on these first two positions?

Any further questions,
I also note

10

that the pending justification of position

11

description, they are talking about the Account

12

Clerk III, and that's the transfer that was talked

13

about by Director Arakawa.

14

Mr. Hokama.

15

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Additional questions?

Chairman, since

- and thank you.

You

16

must have been reading my mind, since you wanted to

17

just deal with the first two requests.

18

with the other.

19

support the other, is that how it -- I mean that how

20

it seems to be becoming across, Mr. Director, so is

21

that the way it works?

22

MR. ARAKAWA:

One goes

So if we buy into one, we have to

Councilmember Hokama, of course our

23

preference would be to have two, but, you know, any

24

help the Division can receive would be appreciated.

25

I think, you know, two

- both the CE III and the
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CIP Coordinator would be helpful, but of course that

2

decision will be up to the Council ultimately.

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Director.

You are one

4

of our best experienced directors.

And so I

5

appreciate how you respond to our questions.

6

ask you this as it regards to this, but also since

7

it was part of Engineering.

8

Department look at let's say just expanding

9

Engineering Division to take care of this Division's

Let me

Did you or your

10

requirements, besides bridge requirements, besides

11

let's say sewer requirements and just beef up

12

Engineering Division to take care of all your

13

Department needs, since I mean, you know, Civil

14

Engineer III has a lot of similarities that your

15

other Division's asking for in Civil Engineer III,

16

so is that an approach that may make better sense

17

from a departmental, not a divisional, but a

18

departmental approach?

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

We haven't looked at it in detail recently,

20

although I know in talking with some of the old

21

timers that's the way the County was structured a

22

number of years ago, where our Engineering Division

23

did the engineering for not only Public Works but

24

for a number of other departments as well.

25

in terms of our needs, the types of engineering work
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1

that we're talking about have become more

2

specialized to the point where I think we need

3

people who are really familiar with either just

4

solid waste or wastewater or roads or drainage or

5

whatever it is, but I think it's become more

6

specialized to the point where we really need our

7

own civil engineers within, you know, our own

8

divisions to provide us with the results that we

9

want.

10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I can buy into that if we're

11

talking about a CE IV, CE V, but as we've understood

12

it this afternoon, a CE III is a non licensed

13

position, which means person has some general

14

experience but not specialized experience.

15

again, so I know the County has approached it from

16

another way in the past, but has it come full

17

circle, whereby within your Department as a

18

departmental approach makes sense to reconsider

19

that?

20

MR. ARAKAWA:

And,

Well, let me try to answer your question

21

this way.

I think when the management department

22

looks at this integrated infrastructural management

23

strategy, I think that's one of the considerations

24

that they should be looking at Countywide as to

25

whether or not that would be feasible or not.
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1

I think to some extent the City & County of

2

Honolulu has done that, or followed this type of

3

approach where you'd have engineering functions sort

4

of consolidated into one department.

5

far seem to be rather mixed, and whether or not

6

they're doing it correctly or not, I don't know, but

7

I'd prefer to just leave that as part of the

8

Department of Management's overall look at the

9

County and perhaps there may be a better way to skin

10

11

The results so

the cat.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Again, I just bring that up because

12

while this year this -- you know, a lot of the

13

request is based on a very healthy economy and an

14

ability to increase tax revenues.

15

we're still going to have to carry the load off

16

continuing costs, okay, and I would assume we would

17

look at efficiencies first instead of going

18

expansion, expansion, expansion, or keep throwing

19

bodies at the so-called problem.

20

keep throwing out things whether we should contract

21

out certain type of considerations because if we

22

don't need it, we can terminate that contract and it

23

doesn't become a continuing cost.

24
25

In bad times

And that's why I

So thank you, Chairman, for allowing me to
ask that question from this -- that perspective.
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1

CHAIR KANE:

Okay.

Any additional questions for the first

2

two positions?

3

final two positions under your disposal -- central

4

landfill t under the Landfill Disposal Program t on

5

16-97 of your Details t Members.

6

Attendant as well as a Landfill Equipment Operator I

7

being requested.

8
9

MR. ARAKAWA:

If not t the Chair will move to the

You have a Landfill

Director t if you cant please.

Thank you t Mr. Chair.

The Landfill

Equipment Operator is a position which is intended

10

to be permanently assigned to assist in the

11

processing of residential trash collected at the new

12

entrance facility at the Central Maui Landfill.

13

as you might recall t this entrance facility was

14

developed to keep approximately 200 residential

15

vehicles away from the working area of the landfill t

16

and hopefully this will improve the efficiency and

17

reduce the potential for accidents along the working

18

face of the landfill.

19

be responsible for hauling recyclable items off site

20

to recycling facilities t and also additional

21

staffing is necessary to meet the minimum manpower

22

requirements for the new larger landfill t which

23

operates in service to the public 12 hours a day for

24

seven days a week.

25

And this position would also

And the attendant position we feel is
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1

necessary for the day-to-day workload

2

responsibilities and enforcement of all landfill

3

rules and regulations.

4

assisting the general public, traffic control,

5

watching for and reporting any abnormal conditions,

6

and assisting the staff engineers in monitoring

7

physical conditions as

8

groundwater.

9

CHAIR KANE:

The responsibilities include

- such as any effects to

Okay, Members, the final two positions,

10

Operator and Attendant, any questions on these two

11

positions?

12

that you pose any questions in writing to the Staff

13

and we will forward those questions on to the

14

Director for his responses.

15

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR KANE:

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

If not, Members, the Chair will request

Just one question.

Mr. Hokama.
To the Director.

Thank you, Chairman.

18

You currently show some vacancies, yeah, within your

19

Current Division, Mr. Director, is there any

20

position that's currently vacant -- you know like

21

you have a Clerk III/Recycling Specialist vacant

22

/Recycling Specialist III.

23

transferring this or reallocating it to take care of

24

your request of this additional new Clerk, I mean

25

part of the Clerk request you have in your submittal

Have you thought of
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to us this afternoon?
MR. ARAKAWA:

I'm sorrYI Councilman Hokama

l

can you give

me a page reference for that?

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

5

Clerk III iS

6

Division l three of five total expansion positions l

7

that's Account Clerk 111/ okaYI and the response

8

from our Budget Director dated March 29 1 under Solid

9

Waste Division you show current vacancies l Solid

I

what

I

On your submittal to us your
page -- page 308

1

Solid Waste

10

Waste Collection Supervisorl Refuse Collector

11

Waste Division Chief

12

you have at the bottom a Clerk III position.

13

just asking is part of your vacancies available?

14

Has it been considered either to re-describe and

15

take care of some of your requests and if

16

you have but it doesn't work out for you

17

appreciate at least you trying to see if we could

18

take care of it within your current vacancy

19

situation.

20
21
22
23

MR. SOUZA:

l

Landfill Attendant

Councilmember Hokama

l

I

I

Solid

I

and then
So I'm

and if
then I can

we recently filled the

Solid Waste clerk position.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay

I

so this thing dated March 29th

is outdated already?

24

MR. SOUZA:

That's correct.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYI that's good to know.
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thank you very much.
CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

And, Mr. Hokama, thank you for

3

that question.

4

Mr. Souza, we're going to ask -- I'm going to ask

5

that question one more time.

6

III/Recycling Specialist III has been hired/ so it's

7

no longer a vacancy, is that what you're saying?

8

MR. ARAKAWA:

9

CHAIR KANE:

So as a follow-up, Director, then

The Clerk

Can I have a short recess?
Okay, very brief.

Let's reconvene at 3:35.

10

And/ Members, this will be the final question.

11

additional questions we'll go ahead and forward.

12

I'm aware of the time, so ...

13
14
15
16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, I know, because I'm trying to

make sense of this, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE:

No, and that's a perfect question.

very good question, so recess.

That's a

(Gavel) .

3:32 p.m.

17

RECESS:

18

RECONVENE:

19

CHAIR KANE:

3: 34 p.m.

(Gavel).

Let's reconvene.

Mr. Souza, are you prepared to respond?

20
21

Any

MR. SOUZA:

Yes/ we're going to refer this question to

22

Laura Seaton, the administrative person for Public

23

Works.

24

MS. SEATON:

Hi.

25

CHAIR KANE:

Ms. Seaton, if you can identify yourself and
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your title for the record.
MS. SEATON:

You bet.

My name is Laura Seaton/ and I'm

3

the Administrative Officer for the Department of

4

Public Works.

5

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

6

MS. SEATON:

And to answer your question/ Councilman/ that

7

is a form that I created.

That position that's

8

showing as a vacancy Clerk III/Recycling Specialist

9

is one of the State-funded Bottle Bill positions/ so

10

it is a Clerk III.

11

section we're currently asking to re-allocate it to

12

the specialist position so the funds for that

13

position are all from the State and through the

14

Bottle Bill/ so it isn't a position that we could

15

choose to reallocate into the Account Clerk

16

position.

17

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

MS. SEATON:

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Because of the workload in that

Thank you for that clarification.

My pleasure.
And just quickly/ if that -- that

20

State program changes or is -- or eliminated/ this

21

position goes with it too/ then/ right/ it gets

22

eliminated like the program?

23
24
25

MS. SEATON:

That's the understanding that I have/ yes/

for any State-funded program.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is there any County funds that you are
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1

aware of that's going to be needed to support this

2

State program and State position?

3

MS. SEATON:

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

None that I'm aware of.
Okay, thank you.

I'm very hopeful

that that will stay that way.

6

CHAIR KANE:

As far as Band C account requests.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Band C account, and, again, Chairman,

8

yeah, you know, our concern of mandated functions,

9

especially a State Department of Health's initiative

10

and program and yet they don't want to take

11

responsibility and run it, you know, continue to

12

dump it on this County and on our sister counties.

13

I won't support General Fund requests to subsidize

14

their programs, Chairman.

15

CHAIR KANE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members, Chair would like to go

16

ahead and wrap it up for this afternoon.

17

have our obligations down in Paia at 6:00 o'clock

18

this evening, Paia Community Center.

19

agenda, Members, and their intention is to --

20

instead of meeting with the Mayor and the Managing

21

Director's Office, talk about operations, we're

22

going to be meeting with DPS again regarding the

23

allocations and the hiring process and how long to

24

fill vacancies with Director Krieg.

25

I know we

Tomorrow's

We also intend on meeting with Corporation
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1

Counsel Brian Moto and Madelyn D'Enbeau to talk

2

about the CIP request for $3 million for land

3

acquisition, and so we will be having that

4

discussion tomorrow morning.

5

other things, and I'll inform you of that first

6

thing in the morning as we move through our day.

7

Okay, Members.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR KANE:

And then there are

Grants?

We have also a deal with housing grants, we

10

have other grants, there's -- tomorrow's a very full

11

schedule, yeah, because Friday we have our Council

12

meeting, correct, Chair?

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

That is correct.

14

CHAIR KANE:

Okay, thank you very much to the

Okay.

15

Public Works Department Director, with your resource

16

personnel.
Ms. Morrison, any comments before we close

17

18
19
20
21
22

23

for the afternoon?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

CHAIR KANE:

DEFER pending further discussion.

If not, Members, this meeting for March 30th,

2005 is adjourned.
ADJOURN:

(excused: JP)

(Gavel) .

3 : 39 p. m.
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1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I

3
4

SS.
CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

13

I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17
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